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Foreword from
the sponsors
The challenge of creating sustainability in the
independent film sector is an issue for every
DPVOUSZ OPUKVTU4XFEFOBOEUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN
The structure and economics of film production
are not particularly well suited to building
sustainable companies wherever one is situated
around the world. Although this is a problem easily
SFDPHOJTFE JUJTGBSGSPNDMFBSIPXUPBEESFTTJUMFU
BMPOFEFWJTFTPMVUJPOT XIFUIFSGPSUIFDPNQBOJFT
themselves or those public sector agencies which
support the film industry.
4PXIFOXFXFSFBQQSPBDIFECZ+POBUIBO0MTCFSH
XJUIUIFSFRVFTUUPTQPOTPSBOFX UIPSPVHITUVEZ
into the topic we immediately saw an opportunity.
/PUKVTUUPHFUUIFSFQPSUXSJUUFO CVUBMTPUP
stimulate a discussion on a much wider platform
CPUIXJUIJO4XFEFOBOEUIF6,BOEBSPVOE
the globe.
8FIPQFUIBUZPV UIFSFBEFS öOEUIFSFQPSUUPCF
a useful contribution to the debate. We certainly do
and we are eager to engage in that debate with you.
4FDUJPOPGUIFSFQPSUDPOUBJOTJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU
our organisations and how to contact us and we
look forward to seeing the dialogue expand.
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Introduction from
Jonathan Olsberg
Ever since we opened our doors in 1992 the
question of how to find the elusive solution to
DSFBUJOHWJBCMF TVTUBJOBCMF JOEFQFOEFOUöMN
businesses involved in feature film development
and production has been constantly on our minds.
*TUIFJEFBPGBIFBMUIZ WJCSBOU JOEFQFOEFOUöMN
sector a holy grail that can never be achieved? How
EPöMNDPNQBOJFTCFDPNFTVDDFTTGVM XIFSFWFS
they are situated around the world? And how can
governments adapt their policies to achieve greater
sustainability in the light of uncertainties over
financial realities and digital change?
We wanted to take a fresh look at these issues and
provide our own thoughts and hopefully some
TPMVUJPOT IFODFUIJTSFQPSU
8FBSFIVHFMZHSBUFGVMUPPVSUISFFTQPOTPST 'JMN
J7ÊTU 1"$5BOEUIF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUFGPSUIFJS
interest in the topic and willingness to make this
SFQPSUQPTTJCMF BMUIPVHIXFUBLFGVMMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
for its contents. We thank them for permitting us
to express our own opinions and perspectives and
IPQFUIFZBSFQMFBTFEUIBUUIFZEJETP%PUIFZ
endorse all of our views – you’ll have to ask them!

41*IBTCFFOFYBNJOJOHUIFJTTVFPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
for many years on behalf of its clients wherever they
are around the world. This has involved advising
individual companies on their plans for growth and
helping public agencies support independent film
businesses without making them totally dependent
on public subsidy.
5IFQSPCMFNJTBQFSFOOJBMPOF BOEXJMMOPUCFFBTZ
UPTPMWF QBSUJDVMBSMZJOUIFDVSSFOUöOBODJBMDMJNBUF
)PXFWFS JUJTUIFUPVHIFDPOPNJDFOWJSPONFOU
itself which has led us to believe that now is
absolutely the right time to look afresh at the issue
of sustainability. The global financial crisis has led to
WFSZEFFQDVUT JONBOZDPVOUSJFT JOQVCMJDGVOEJOH
4PQFSIBQTOPXJUJTFWFONPSFSFMFWBOUUPTUJNVMBUF
renewed efforts to help the film industry establish a
refreshed business model; a model which will enable
successful companies to leverage investment from
the private sector and therefore lessen dependency
on the public purse.
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Section 1.0

Executive summary
1.1
*OUSPEVDUJPO
5IJTSFQPSUQSFTFOUTBDBTFGPSBSFOFXFEFòPSU 
by film production businesses in tandem with the
TDSFFOBHFODJFTUIBUTVQQPSUUIFJSBDUJWJUJFT UPGPDVT
QPMJDZPOCVJMEJOHTVTUBJOBCMFöMNCVTJOFTTFT4VDI
focus is already evident in a few such organisations
and indeed (in our view) the sponsors of this report
are among those that recognise the benefits of
helping companies achieve long term success and
EFWFMPQSPCVTU TVTUBJOBCMFCVTJOFTTNPEFMT
3FHSFUUBCMZ XFDBOOPUPòFSUIFSFBEFSPOFDIBQUFS
which neatly summarises all the answers. This is
CFDBVTFUIFSFJTOPAPOFTJ[FöUTBMMTPMVUJPO4P
it may be necessary to dig around a little to find
indicators of solutions that could apply in the
particular country or region in which the reader
is based.
4PNFDPNNPOUIFNFTEPFNFSHFIPXFWFSBOE
they are analysed more deeply in the following
DIBQUFST TVDIBT
!

!

The suggestion that owner/managers of film
businesses might in future think of themselves
OPUBTQFPQMFXIPNBLFHSFBUöMNT CVUBT
people who run businesses that make great films
The fact that there is much talk about
sustainability without necessarily defining what is
meant by it – two different definitions are offered
JOUIJTSFQPSUUIF*OWFTUNFOU3FBEZEFöOJUJPO
BOEUIF.BJOUBJOFE4UBCJMJUZEFöOJUJPO

!

The fact that there are consistently recognisable
factors common to film businesses that have
reached a regular level of success

!

And there are also a number of consistent
factors that can be discerned in public support
systems around the world that also contribute
to this success.
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1.2
Research and information provided
in the report
*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFDIBQUFSTXIJDIBEESFTTUIPTF
UIFNFTNFOUJPOFEBCPWF UIFSFQPSUBMTPDPOUBJOT
some research and other information about subjects
that are relevant to the core goal of company
sustainability. This additional research we hope will
be helpful as background to the main findings of
this report.
They include:
!

A discussion and explanation of the many
benefits that accrue to governments as a result
of having a thriving film sector

!

A brief examination of current trends that can be
observed in public policies aimed at the sector

!

A high level analysis of the state of the global
markets for film and some of the developments
that are occurring

!

A look at how digital innovations are continuing
to change the film producer’s options and
PQQPSUVOJUJFT BOEöOBMMZ

!

An examination of conditions in seven countries
where we have observed some of the most
interesting policy and business tendencies:
"VTUSBMJB #SB[JM 'SBODF (FSNBOZ 4JOHBQPSF 
4XFEFOBOEUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN

"TPVSLJOETQPOTPSTNBLFDMFBSJOUIFJSGPSFXPSE 
all of us involved with this report are keen to see
the debate expanded so that the notion of company
EFWFMPQNFOU JOPSEFSUPSFBDITVTUBJOBCJMJUZ 
becomes closer to centre stage in policy discussions
BOETUSBUFHZGPSNVMBUJPOT XIFSFWFSPOFJTMPDBUFE
around the world.

Section 2.0

Building sustainable
film businesses
2.1
What is a sustainable film business?
*UIBTCFFOVOEFSTUPPEGPSTPNFUJNFUIBUNVDIPG
the independent film sector operates on a broken
CVTJOFTTNPEFM5IFEPNJOBODFPGUIF64NBKPST
means that independent film struggles for market
TIBSF JTIJHIMZSJTLZBOEEFMJWFSTSFMBUJWFMZMPX
SFXBSET"DDFTTUPQSPEVDUJPOöOBODFJTEJóDVMUGPS
independents. Highly complex multi-party funding
TUSVDUVSFTBSFSFRVJSFE BOEQSPEVDFSTBSFGPSDFEUP
surrender most or all of their intellectual property
rights to investors and trade partners in order to get
a film made. This leaves them with little -- if any-access to revenues generated from the distribution
PGUIFöMN BOEQSFWFOUTUIFNGSPNCVJMEJOHPO
prior success since they are left with no equity to
invest in future projects.
*OPSEFSUPBEESFTTUIJTQSPCMFN 41*IBTCFFO
conducting fresh research into factors that
contribute to the success of those independent film
businesses which have achieved sustainability in
some form.
For the purposes of this report a ‘film business’ is
defined as an independent company undertaking
feature film production as its core – but not
necessarily only – activity.

2.2
%FöOJUJPOTPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
41*IBTEFWFMPQFEUXPQPTTJCMFCSPBEEFöOJUJPOTPG
the term ‘sustainable’ in relation to film businesses.
!

‘Investment Ready’ One generic indicator of a
successful business is when a company can be
considered to be ‘investment ready’. This marketdriven definition could be applied to any growing
TNBMMUPNFEJVNTJ[FEFOUFSQSJTFJOBOZTFDUPS 
OPUKVTUJOöMN JGJUNFFUTUIFDSJUFSJB

*OWFTUNFOUSFBEJOFTTEFQFOETPOBOFYBNJOBUJPOPG
UIFöOBODJBMTUSFOHUIPGBCVTJOFTT BTJOEJDBUFECZ
its financial statements including revenue forecasts.
Where a company can show a robust financial track
SFDPSEBOEHSPXUIQPUFOUJBMTVóDJFOUUPBUUSBDU
QSJWBUFDPSQPSBUFöOBODF XIFUIFSEFCUPSFRVJUZ 
it can be considered to be ‘sustainable’.
/FWFSUIFMFTT UIFSFBSFöMNCVTJOFTTFTXIJDIBSF
considered both sustainable and successful
without meeting this very commercial definition.
"OBEEJUJPOBM BMUFSOBUJWFEFöOJUJPOPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
is therefore required.
!

‘Maintained Stability’ A.BJOUBJOFETUBCJMJUZ
describes the kind of sustainability seen in
companies that do not have the financials to
NFFUUIFAJOWFTUNFOUSFBEZEFöOJUJPO)PXFWFS 
they are able to produce high-quality films
POBSFHVMBSCBTJT CZSFMZJOHPOTPNFMFWFMPG
consistent public subsidy support.

These businesses have demonstrated that they
are able to continue to supply films to the market
PWFSBTVTUBJOFEQFSJPE JODPVOUSJFTXIFSFQVCMJD
subsidy of production is an important part of the
film ecology. Their reliance on public assistance is
therefore more a result of the system in which they
are operating rather than any financial or corporate
weakness.
The key indicator of this kind of sustainability is
that the films being produced meet a market
niche. This is to say that there is a proven audience
GPSUIFN BOEUIFQSPEVDUJPODPNQBOZDMFBSMZ
understands its market and consistently produces
öMNTUIBUNFFUUIFTFBVEJFODFTOFFET BMUIPVHI
the commercial returns might not be substantial.
This definition would therefore include companies
producing films which may be considered to be
more ‘cultural’ than ‘mainstream’.
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Section 3.0

Success factors for building
sustainable film businesses
The two sustainability definitions describe what
success might look like for independent film
CVTJOFTTFT CVUGPSNBOZDPNQBOJFTUIFRVFTUJPO
remains of how to achieve it.

3.1
4IBSJOHJOEPXOTUSFBNSFWFOVFT
generated by successful content

41*IBTJEFOUJöFEBOVNCFSPGDPNNPOGBDUPST
which have contributed to building individual
successful film companies around the world. This is
based on our experience in advising film production
CVTJOFTTFT BOETVQQPSUFECZOFXSFTFBSDIXFIBWF
VOEFSUBLFOGPSUIJTSFQPSU JODMVEJOHJOUFSWJFXTXJUI
owner/managers of successful film businesses in a
number of different countries.

The single most important factor in determining a
company’s potential for sustainability and growth
is its ability to take a meaningful share of revenues
generated by any successful content that it makes.
This has a better chance of occurring when the
production company has greater leverage in
negotiating financing for a project than has typically
been the case for independent film.

These factors are:

4VDIMFWFSBHFJTMJLFMZUPCFCBTFEPOBWBSJFUZPG
CVTJOFTTGBDUPST TVDIBTIBWJOHFRVJUZUPJOWFTU
JOUIFQSPKFDU PSTVDDFTTGVMMZTFDVSJOHUIF
separation of particular rights within distribution
or broadcaster deals.

!

The ability to share in downstream revenues
generated by successful content

!

%JWFSTJöFESFWFOVFTUSFBNTBDSPTTBOVNCFSPG
BDUJWJUJFT FBDIQSPWJEJOHEJòFSFOU
risk/return parameters

!

On-going relationships with successful talent

!

4USPOH FOUSFQSFOFVSJBMMFBEFSTIJQ

!

4USPOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIJOUFSOBUJPOBM
CVTJOFTTQBSUOFSTBOEOFUXPSLT FTQFDJBMMZ
NBKPS DPSQPSBUFQMBZFST

!

Working within a public policy environment
TZTUFNUIBUJTTVQQPSUJWF SFMJBCMF QSFEJDUBCMF
and consistent

!

Having more than a fair share of luck!

These are explored in greater detail in the
following pages.
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The producer’s negotiating position can also be
affected by the public policy system within which
it operates. Where the regulatory environment
BDUJWFMZNBOEBUFTHSFBUFS*1PXOFSTIJQ PSXIFSF
public funding is designed to reward producers
GPSCPYPóDFTVDDFTT PSXIFSFUFSNTPGUSBEF
enable producers to take a superior recoupment
QPTJUJPOBIFBEPGQVCMJDGVOEFSTBOECSPBEDBTUFST 
production companies can benefit from
downstream revenue generation.
$SVDJBMMZ NBOZQSPEVDUJPOJODFOUJWFTDIFNFTo
especially rebate style fiscal incentives – do not
enable producers to take a greater share of revenues
HFOFSBUFE*OTUFBE SFCBUFJODFOUJWFTSFEVDFUIF
DPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPO UIFSFCZSFEVDJOHUIFSJTLTGPS
öOBODJFST5IFTFTDIFNFTDPVME IPXFWFS SFXBSE
UIFQSPEVDFSTPGBTVDDFTTGVMQSPKFDU BOEDPOUSJCVUF
UPUIFJSTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ JGUIFZNBOEBUFUIBUUIF
incentive amount be treated as producer equity.

Section 3.0

3.2
Achieving diversified revenue streams
Of all the activities involved along the film value
DIBJO EFWFMPQNFOUBOEQSPEVDUJPOJTUIFNPTU
IJHISJTL4VDDFTTGVMQSPEVDUJPODPNQBOJFTBSFBCMF
to mitigate this risk by engaging in a diversified
SBOHFPGBDUJWJUJFTXJUIMPXFSSJTLQSPöMFT UIFSFCZ
ensuring a more stable revenue stream.
%JWFSTJöDBUJPONJHIUCFIPSJ[POUBM QSPEVDJOHPUIFS
GPSNTPGNFEJBTVDIBTUFMFWJTJPO DPNNFSDJBMTPS
new media) or vertical (engaging in film sales and
distribution or providing post-production and other
GBDJMJUJFTBOETFSWJDFT *EFBMMZBDPNQBOZXJMMIBWFB
portfolio of activities with a variety of different risk/
reward profiles.
*GDPNQBOJFTBSFUPNFFUUIFHFOFSJDEFöOJUJPOPG
sustainability – i.e. to be ‘investment ready’ – it is
important that they can demonstrate some revenue
TUSFBNTXIJDIBSFAQSFEJDUBCMF*GöMNEFWFMPQNFOU
and production is the only business producers
BSFJO JUXJMMCFBIVHFDIBMMFOHFUPDPOWJODFBO
investor that the business is sustainable.

!

Success factors for building sustainable
film businesses

3.3
On-going relationships with
successful talent
1SPEVDUJPODPNQBOJFTXIJDIIBWFEFNPOTUSBUFE
on-going success have often benefited from longUFSNSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUITVDDFTTGVMDSFBUJWFUBMFOU JO
particular with directors and writers. This appears to
be a key factor in enabling a film business to build
on prior achievements and strengthen its ability to
get projects off the ground in future.
5IFDSFBUJWFEZOBNJDCFUXFFO GPSFYBNQMF B
QSPEVDFSBOEEJSFDUPS DBOPGUFOCFDPNFUIF
core of a film business. This might be an exclusive
SFMBUJPOTIJQ BöSTUMPPLBHSFFNFOU PSTPNF
other form of partnership. The obvious benefit to
the production company is where the talent has
become established and can therefore be expected
to attract audiences. This factor is of particular
importance to companies which have achieved
sustainability in the ‘maintained stability’ definition.
*OTPNFDBTFTTVDDFTTGVMQSPEVDUJPODPNQBOJFT
have been in partnership with key creative talent
GSPNUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFJSDBSFFS BOEJOBTFOTF
have benefited from being part of the process of a
EJSFDUPSPSXSJUFSNBLJOHBOBNFGPSIJTPSIFSTFMG 
strengthening the relationship even further.
"EEJUJPOBMMZ XPSLJOHXJUIGBNJMJBSDSFBUJWFTPOBO
on-going basis can help to establish a brand for a
QSPEVDUJPODPNQBOZ HJWJOHTUBLFIPMEFST QVCMJD 
private and even consumer) a sense of the kind of
films it produces.
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Section 3.0

!

Success factors for building sustainable
film businesses

3.4
4USPOH EZOBNJDMFBEFSTIJQ
*OUIJTDPOUFYU XFNFBOTUSBUFHJDMFBEFSTIJQ
XJUIBDMFBS DPSQPSBUFWJTJPOPGIPXUIFCVTJOFTT
TIPVMECFEFWFMPQFE*OPVSXPSLXJUIDMJFOUTXF
have noticed the frequency with which successful
companies are led by individuals with experience
of the generic issues associated with company
growth and expansion.
.PTUöMNQSPEVDUJPODPNQBOJFTBSFPXOFE 
managed and run by creative individuals whose
principal talents and experience lie in the business
of bringing individual film projects to fruition.
*UJTOPUBMXBZTUIFDBTFUIBUUIFTFTBNF
individuals will have the knowledge and experience
to push forward the company’s growth because
these are essentially different skills. They may
SFTJEFJOUIFJOEJWJEVBMXIPBMTPIBTAQSPKFDUUBMFOU 
but not necessarily.
A key recommendation to any film business
with ambitions for sustainability therefore is to
secure experienced entrepreneurial leadership. As
FYQMBJOFEBCPWF UIJTEPFTOPUOFDFTTBSJMZIBWFUP
CFFNCPEJFEJOUIFPXOFSPGUIFDPNQBOZ*UDPVME
CFBTFOJPSNFNCFSPGUIFNBOBHFNFOUUFBN PS
FWFOBOPVUTJEFBEWJTFS XIPJTHJWFOUIFUBTLPG
EFWJTJOHBOEEFMJWFSJOHBHSPXUITUSBUFHZ SBUIFS
than addressing project-related issues.
*GUIFTFTLJMMTDBOOPUCFGPVOEXJUIJOUIFQFSNBOFOU
NBOBHFNFOUUFBN BOPUIFSXBZPGBDIJFWJOHUIJT
JTUPBQQPJOUBOPOFYFDVUJWFEJSFDUPS UPTJUPO
UIFDPNQBOZCPBSE XJUIUIFTPMFSFNJUPGESJWJOH
the business towards investment-readiness. The
right individual might have a background in
DPSQPSBUFöOBODF PSJOTFOJPSNBOBHFNFOUXJUI
BMBSHFSDPNQBOZ FWFOGSPNBOVOSFMBUFETFDUPS 
but crucially will have an understanding of (and
solid connections with) sources of investment.
Remuneration for this non-executive director might
CFQFSGPSNBODFSFMBUFE CBTFEPOIJTPSIFSTVDDFTT
at achieving that investment.

3.5
*OUFSOBUJPOBMBOEDPSQPSBUF
business relationships
Another key success factor lies in the nature of
the business and corporate relationships that
a company enjoys. Our research shows that
companies with the strongest international links
UFOEUPUISJWF QBSUJDVMBSMZJGUIPTFOFUXPSLTJODMVEF
larger businesses which are run on more corporate
MJOFT*UBQQFBSTUIBUöMNFOUSFQSFOFVSTXIPBSF
involved in these types of business relationships
UFOEUPCVJMETUSPOHMJOLT PWFSUJNF XJUIBGFXPG
UIFNBOEUIJTDBOMFBEUPNPSFQFSNBOFOUöOBODJBM 
corporate alliances.
5IJTLFZTVDDFTTGBDUPSJTOPUTVSQSJTJOHBGUFSBMM 
the film business is one of the most global of any
creative economy sector. Just about any film from
a mature filmmaking country will have realistic
ambitions to make an impact in the international
NBSLFU5IFDPTUMZOBUVSFPGDSFBUJOHUIFöMNBTTFU 
and the probability that the domestic market will
OPUCFTVóDJFOU GPSNPTUJOEFQFOEFOUöMNT UP
GVOEUIFQSPKFDUCZJUTFMG IBEMFEUPBOJODSFBTF
in international co-productions1. The emergence
of new countries as significant film markets also
reflects the internationalisation of the business.
Therefore the key relationships for a film business
might mostly be with trade partners operating
JOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ QSPWJEJOHBDDFTTUPPSGVOEJOHGSPN 
HMPCBMNBSLFUT BOEPGUFOCBTFEJOPUIFSDPVOUSJFT

1.
For most countries – the UK being an exception because of the way
it’s Film Tax Credit is structured.
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Section 3.0

3.6
A supportive and consistent public
policy environment
0UIFSUIBOJO)PMMZXPPEBOEUIF*OEJBOöMN
JOEVTUSZ A#PMMZXPPE NPTUDPVOUSJFTXJUIöMN
industries operate a supportive public sector
investment strategy. The reasons why this support
JTQSPWJEFEBSFNVMUJQMFoDVMUVSBM TPDJBMBOE
economic – and are examined in detail in the
following chapter.
*UJTDFSUBJOMZOFDFTTBSZ GPSBDPNQBOZUPIBWFB
DIBODFUPCFDPNFTVTUBJOBCMF UPFYJTUXJUIJOB
system that provides support that is consistent and
reliable and operating at a level that is substantial
enough to really make a difference. For an
independent company to work in an environment
without this type of support decreases the potential
to develop a robust growth strategy. This is in part
because the nature of the production business
model – high risk/potential high reward – requires
the ability to operate in a predictable system over
the long term. This reflects the fact that the process
of development and production itself can and does
take many years for individual projects.
4PNFFYBNQMFTBSFJODMVEFEJOUIF"QQFOEJDFTPG
support structures in a small selection of countries
that largely meet the criteria of consistency and
SFMJBCJMJUZ BOETJ[F5IFTFBSF"VTUSBMJB #SB[JM 'SBODF 
(FSNBOZ 4JOHBQPSF 4XFEFOBOEUIF6,BOEB
commentary is included in each case on some of the
variables that contribute to this sense of reliability
and consistency. These include the overall approach
to public support to be found in each country; the
nature of that support at national and regional
MFWFMT BOEUIFSPMFCSPBEDBTUFSTQMBZJOUIFTFDUPS

!

Success factors for building sustainable
film businesses

3.7
Having more than a fair share of luck!
The term ‘independent producer’ is in many ways
a misnomer. A more accurate description might
be ‘dependent producer’ because so many factors
involved in a film’s production and distribution are
out of the producer’s control. Bad weather can derail
the shooting schedule; illness can delay production;
an expensive piece of equipment could malfunction
or be destroyed. Even when the film is ready to be
EJTUSJCVUFE BCJH)PMMZXPPECMPDLCVTUFSNJHIUTIJGU
its release date directly opposite the producer’s
MPXFSCVEHFUJOEFQFOEFOUöMN ESBJOJOHUIF
audience away.
We may call it luck but really it is about lack
of control. There is little doubt that many film
businesses operating in the independent sector are
keenly aware that luck – those factors which are
beyond the control of a company – has a significant
impact on a business’s ability to become sustainable.
While it is acknowledged that there is little that
can be done by production companies to mitigate
TPNFPGUIFTFGBDUPST JGBDPNQBOZEJTQMBZTTPNFPG
UIFTVDDFTTGBDUPSTEFTDSJCFEBCPWF UIFZNBZöOE
themselves more often in a position to benefit from
good luck and also in a more robust condition to
survive periods of bad luck.

Of course there are dozens of other countries (and
regions) that also fit the criteria discussed above.
The purpose of this report is not to provide a
DPNQSFIFOTJWFBOBMZTJTPGTVQQPSUNFDIBOJTNT CVU
we do apologise for leaving out the very many other
examples of supportive and consistent systems that
exist around the world.
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Success factors for building sustainable
film businesses

Figure 1

Company strategies - success factors
Factors contributing
to company growth

Public policy support
mechanisms

Ability to make
successful films
and share in revenues

1SPKFDUTVQQPSU
Company support
dominates

%JWFSTJöDBUJPO
Talent relationships
Leadership
*OUFSOBUJPOBM
and corporate
relationships
1VCMJDGVOEJOH
environment
Luck

OBSTACLES
Market failure:
t (FOFSJDBMMZIJHISJTLBDUJWJUZ
t 3FMBUJWFMZMPXSFXBSET
t 5ZQJDBMMZDPOEVDUFECZTNBMMDPNQBOJFT
t %PNJOBODFPG64NBKPST
Policy support:
t 7FSZGFXQVCMJDQPMJDJFTGPDVTTFETQFDJöDBMMZPO
 DPNQBOZHSPXUI
t 'PDVTPOJOEJWJEVBMQSPKFDUTVQQPSU
t "OEPUIFSBSFBTOPUEJSFDUMZDPOUSJCVUJOH
 UPDPSQPSBUFHSPXUI
Difficult buiness model, i.e:
t "DDFTTUPöOBODF
t -JNJUFE*1PXOFSTIJQBOEBDDFTTUPSFWFOVFT
t 1SPEVDFSPGUFOIBTOPöOBODFTUPJOWFTU
t $PNQMFYNVMUJQBSUZGVOEJOHTUSVDUVSFT
t .JTNBUDIPGSJTLBOESFUVSO
t /PDPOWJODJOHEJHJUBMCVTJOFTTNPEFM
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Why governments invest
in the film sector
(PWFSONFOUTBSPVOEUIFXPSMEIBWFDPNFUP
understand the full range of benefits of a thriving
film sector and the industry has come to accept this
BTUIFOPSNJONPTUNBUVSF BOENBOZNBUVSJOH 
öMNNBSLFUT(PWFSONFOUTVQQPSUIBTSFBDIFEUIJT
position because both industry and government
have realised the significant benefits to be derived
for the agendas of both parties.
The cultural and social benefits of a healthy film
TFDUPSIBWFCFFOSFDPHOJTFEGPSTPNFUJNF*OEFFE 
early strategies for supporting film emanated
largely from ministries of culture or the arts. But
perhaps even more important in relation to creating
sustainable film companies are the economic
CFOFöUTPGöMNNBLJOH*OUIJTSFQPSU UIFSFGPSF JU
is appropriate to underscore what these benefits
are. For the purposes of this analysis they are
categorised as:
!

1SPEVDUJPOTQFOEUIFA.VMUJQMJFS&òFDU

!

Employment generation

!

4LJMMTBOEUBMFOUEFWFMPQNFOU

!

%JSFDUJOWFTUNFOUSFUVSO

!

Export earnings

!

*ODSFBTFEUPVSJTN

!

National brand building

!

Film as a driver of the creative economy.

4.1
1SPEVDUJPOTQFOEUIFA.VMUJQMJFS&òFDU
"O&DPOPNJD.VMUJQMJFSJTVTFEUPBTTFTTUIF
dynamic impact of an industry2*UNFBTVSFTUIF
direct effect of expenditure into the economy by
BQBSUJDVMBSJOEVTUSJBMBDUJWJUZ UIFJOEJSFDUFòFDU
POTVQQMJFSTPGJOQVUTUPUIFJOEVTUSZ BOEJOEVDFE
effects from incomes that are generated for
individuals and further spending as a result.
*OFòFDU UIFNVMUJQMJFSJTEFTJHOFEUPNFBTVSFUIF
eventual increase in income resulting from the
initial boost to expenditure and is normally used by
governments who wish to evaluate the economic
impact of a number of competing sectors when
deciding where to commit resources.
'PSFYBNQMF JOSFMBUJPOUPöMNQSPEVDUJPO UIJT
would be money spent on all the elements of a film’s
QSPEVDUJPOCVEHFU FHMPDBUJPOIJSF USBOTQPSU 
BDDPNNPEBUJPO DBUFSJOH XIJDIJOUVSOAUSJDLMFT
EPXOJOUPTVQQMJFSTBOETFSWJDFTUPUIPTFSFDJQJFOUT 
and which eventually spreads through to the wider
(SPTT%PNFTUJD1SPEVDU
.VMUJQMJFSFòFDUTJOUIFXPSMEXJEFöMNJOEVTUSZ
tend to range from between an estimated 2.0 and
 BMUIPVHIUIFMBUUFSMFWFMTIBWFCFFOHFOFSBMMZ
viewed sceptically when used. The average film
JOEVTUSZNVMUJQMJFSFòFDU41*IBTGPVOEUISPVHI
QVCMJDMZBWBJMBCMFSFTFBSDIGPSUIJTTUVEZJT

2.

Cambridge Econometrics’ definition.
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)PXFWFS UIFTFNVMUJQMJFSTBSFOPUPSJPVTMZEJóDVMU
to estimate as they include so many hard-toascertain costs and other factors. The fragmented
nature of the film economy makes its contribution
UP(%1EJóDVMUUPRVBOUJGZ*OPSEFSUPFTUBCMJTIB
multiplier for the film industry in any given country
requires a sophisticated economic analysis. Even
JOTPNFNBUVSFöMNFDPOPNJFT TVDIBT'SBODF 
NVMUJQMJFSTBSFOPUUBLFOTPTFSJPVTMZCFDBVTF 
BDDPSEJOHUPOBUJPOBMöMNDPNNJTTJPO'JMN'SBODF 
the required economic data to prove them does not
exist.
4PNFFYBNQMFTPGQVCMJDMZTUBUFEöMNQSPEVDUJPO
multipliers are as follows:
!

"VTUSBMJB

!

/FX;FBMBOE

!

4PVUI"GSJDB

!

UK 2.0.

4.2
Employment generation
An expansion of film production activity in
any country or region creates substantial new
employment. This will include full time employees
although the majority are likely to be freelance
XPSLFST XIJDIJTUZQJDBMGPSUIFöMNJOEVTUSZ
worldwide. These jobs are normally captured
in statistics by calculating the Full Time Job
Equivalents. The standard definition for this is: total
hours worked divided by average annual hours
worked in full-time jobs.
.PTUKPCTDSFBUFECZQSPEVDUJPOSFRVJSFBIJHIMZ
skilled and well educated workforce and this also
stimulates a mobile and flexible labour pool with
skills and abilities that are transferable into other
TDSFFOCBTFEJOEVTUSJFT BUIPNFBOEBCSPBE
4FWFSBMNBUVSFöMNNBSLFUTIBWFDSFBUFEJNQPSUBOU
initiatives aimed at creating this highly skilled
work force. This may start with the traditional
film school education but is even more potent
economically when focussed on vocational training
for professionals employed in the sector.
"SFQPSUPOUIF6,öMNJOEVTUSZ claimed
UIBUGPSFWFSZQFSTPOUIFTFDUPSEJSFDUMZFNQMPZT 
another job was supported by indirect and induced
multiplier impacts.

4.3
4LJMMTBOEUBMFOUEFWFMPQNFOU
A key attribute of any nation or region is its human
capital and in terms of the film sector this correlates
with the talent of the individual practitioners and
QSPGFTTJPOBMTXPSLJOHJOUIFTFDUPS'JMNJTBNPEFSO 
adaptable and vivid mode for the expression of
JOEJWJEVBMWJFXT TUPSJFTBOEPQJOJPOT5IFUBMFOU
that works in film has flexible and growing career
PQQPSUVOJUJFT BUIPNFBOEBCSPBE5IFUBMFOUQPPM
JTXFMMFEVDBUFE IBTIJHIMFWFM BEBQUBCMFBOE
modern skills and this can be seen in many corners
PGUIFXPSME*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFUSBEJUJPOBMBCPWF
UIFMJOFABVUFVSUBMFOUPGXSJUJOHBOEEJSFDUJOH QMVT
QSPEVDJOH UIFSFJTBOJODSFBTJOHGPDVTPOUFDIOJDBM
UBMFOUEFWFMPQNFOU 7'9 BOJNBUJPOBOE% BTXFMM
as many other vocational skills.
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4.4
%JSFDUJOWFTUNFOUSFUVSO

4.5
Export earnings

.PTUJOEFQFOEFOUöMNUSBOTBDUJPOTJOWPMWFQSJWBUF
JOWFTUPST CBOLTBOEPUIFSöOBODJFST5IFSFJT
consequently no reliable statistical evidence in the
public domain of how much revenue the average
independent film actually generates. And because
the independent film business is a business of
prototypes – i.e. each film is a one-off – it would be
reckless to draw conclusions even if average returns
were made publicly available.

"TEJTDVTTFEFMTFXIFSF BöMNJTBOBTTFUXJUI
a significant global market and the value of the
JOUFSOBUJPOBMUFSSJUPSJFT BTEFöOFECZUIF64
studios) has been increasing year on year for a
decade. The importance of international revenues
for UK independent films is underlined by various
estimates that non-UK income is thought to provide
BOZXIFSFGSPNUPPGBOJOEJWJEVBMöMNT
net revenues.

A rule of thumb for public film funds is that they
SBSFMZEFMJWFSPWFSQFSDFOUSFDPVQNFOUPG
JOWFTUNFOU0GDPVSTF UIJTJTVOEFSTUBOEBCMF
because the aims of this ‘soft’ investment are many –
DVMUVSBM FDPOPNJDBOETPDJBMoXIFSFBTQVSF
private investment only has financial return as
its motivation.

The value of the international market continues
to grow as new countries develop audiences and
consumer demand increases for a range of film
HFOSFT*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFHSPXUIPGUIF#3*$4
territories there are a number of other territories
EFWFMPQJOHUIFJSBQQFUJUF TVDIBT5VSLFZ *OEPOFTJB 
.FYJDPBOEJOUIF.JEEMF&BTU

Because the public investment is therefore pushed
EPXOUIFSFDPVQNFOUTDIFEVMFJUJTEJóDVMUUPESBX
conclusions as to return when there are so many
financiers above them in the ‘recouping waterfall’.
)PXFWFS UIFGBDUUIBUUIFSFJT a direct financial
SFUVSO JOBEEJUJPOUPBMMUIFPUIFSCFOFöUTEFTDSJCFE
JOUIJTTFDUJPO DPVMECFDPOTJEFSFEBOBEEFE
bonus compared to many other public investment
initiatives in the creative economy.

Film content is relatively unique in that it is a capital
BTTFUXJUIBTFFNJOHMZJODSFBTJOHTIFMGMJGF XIJDI
continues to grow as new markets emerge around
the world for filmed entertainment content. This
expansion is also fuelled by the creation of new
formats and modes of delivery.
With many countries having identified growth in
FYQPSUTBTBLFZPCKFDUJWFGPSFDPOPNJDQPMJDZ öMN
is increasingly seen as punching above its weight
against these aims. This is not just the case for
DPVOUSJFTNBLJOHöMNTJO&OHMJTI CVUDBOBMTPCF
TFFOJONPSFOJDIFNBSLFUTTVDIBT SFDFOUMZ *SBO
BOE%FONBSL

4.

#SB[JM 3VTTJB *OEJBBOE$IJOB
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4.6
*ODSFBTFEUPVSJTN

4.7
National brand building

Film has significant positive effect on tourism as
has been shown by many studies in a variety of
countries around the world. Tourist visit decisions
are based on several factors but experiencing a
EFTUJOBUJPOUISPVHIBTIBSFE öMNFOUFSUBJONFOU
experience can be a major element. The positive
impressions caused in audiences are deep (latent)
and long-lasting and often repeated as a film works
its way through the typical distribution windows.
The tourism impacts are also valuable for internal
tourism as well as foreign-based .

"TEJTDVTTFEBCPWFJOSFMBUJPOUPUPVSJTN GFBUVSF
films contribute to a wider ‘branding’ of a country’s
JOIBCJUBOUT TPDJFUZBOEDVMUVSF5IJTDBOIBWFB
very strong influence on creating a desire to engage
in business transactions as well as tourism visits.
The same effects that are experienced by potential
tourists about a destination are to be found also in
the international business and trade community.
This can assist in building export markets and
inward investment.

'JMNBOEUFMFWJTJPO PGBMMNFEJB IBWFBHSFBUBCJMJUZ
UPUPVDIVQPONBOZDVMUVSBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT4DSFFO
QSPEVDUTDBOJOGPSNBOEFYDJUFBVEJFODFT JOUIF
TBNFJOTUBODF BCPVUBOBUJPOTMBOHVBHF IJTUPSZ 
MJUFSBUVSF TPDJFUZ MBOETDBQFTBOEQFSTPOBMJUJFT5IJT
all happens in the form of a narrative framework
XIJDIHJWFTUIFBVEJFODFBOFNPUJPOBM BTXFMMBT
JOUFMMFDUVBM DPOOFDUJPOUPUIFDPVOUSZ
The effect is likely to be most persistent when the
production achieves broad distribution or even
DVMUTUBUVTPSJTQBSUPGBOFYJTUJOH XJEFSIJTUPSJDBM 
literary or cinematic brand.
The longer and wider-reaching impact of a
film or television programme can outlast and
spread far beyond the initial release of the film
JUTFMG EFMJWFSJOHNFTTBHFTXIJDIDPOUSJCVUFUPB
broader consciousness of a nation’s culture among
international audiences.
An interesting example of the film-induced tourism
FòFDUXBTGPVOESFHBSEJOH#FOE*U-JLF#FDLIBN
BOE$IJOB"DDPSEJOHUPPóDJBM6,SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT
JO#FJKJOH #FOE*U-JLF#FDLIBNTJHOJöDBOUMZSBJTFE
UIF6,TQSPöMFJO$IJOB UIFGBTUFTUHSPXJOHUPVSJTU
NBSLFUJOUIFXPSME1SJPSUPTFFJOHUIFöMN $IJOFTF
people had an image of the UK largely derived from
DMBTTJDöMNTBOECPPLTTVDIBT4IFSMPDL)PMNFT
BOE%JDLFOT BTBUSBEJUJPOBMBOESFTFSWFEDPVOUSZ
They were therefore surprised and delighted by
the depiction of multi-cultural harmony in the film
and this was a major contributing factor toward an
increased number of tourist visits.


A'JMNJODMVEFTDJOFNBGFBUVSFT EPDVNFOUBSJFTBOEUFMFWJTJPO
programmes in this context.

4FFUIF41*SFQPSUA4UBUFMZ"UUSBDUJPOT)PX'JMNTBOE5FMFWJTJPO
1SPHSBNNFT1SPNPUF5PVSJTNJOUIF6,
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There are also geo-political benefits to increasing the
understanding of a nation worldwide as a result of a
film’s impact. Film can enhance the profile and brand of
BDPVOUSZPSSFHJPOGPSDSFBUJWJUZ TLJMMTBOEJOOPWBUJPO
'PSFYBNQMF UIF#FOE*U-JLF#FDLIBNFòFDUXBTBMTP
important in attracting Chinese students to study at
UK universities.

4.8
Film as a driver of the creative economy
.BOZOBUJPOTIBWFDPNFUPSFBMJTFUIFTVCTUBOUJBM
economic and other benefits to be derived from the
expansion of the fast growing creative industries.
5IFZIBWFCFDPNFLFZDPOUSJCVUPSTUP(%1
growth and are the focus of a variety of initiatives of
different types to stimulate the development of the
creative economy.
*O41*TWJFX UIFöMNTFDUPS QBSUJDVMBSMZQSPEVDUJPO 
is the most powerful driver of activity in other
creative industries. This is because a large scale
production normally uses the output of more
creative industries than any other single creative
JOEVTUSZ$POTFRVFOUMZ öMNJTNPSFQPUFOUBTBO
engine of growth than any other single creative
industry.
'PSFYBNQMF UIF6,IBTPóDJBMDSFBUJWFJOEVTUSJFT
and film directly drives economic activity in 10 of
UIFTFCZVTJOHPSQVSDIBTJOHUIFJSTFSWJDFTPS
output. This includes publishing (writing); performing
arts (acting and directing); music; photography;
design; fashion; software; architecture (set building);
television (medium of delivery) and advertising
(distribution). The only activities not directly involved
BSFöOFBSUTBOUJRVFT DSBGUTBOESBEJP

*OUIF6,JOUIF(%1DPOUSJCVUJPOPGUIF$SFBUJWF&DPOPNZ
PVUTUSJQQFEUIBUPGUIF'JOBODJBM4FSWJDFT4FDUPS BUBSPVOEPG
OBUJPOBM(%1

Section 5.0

Public support
for film
Because government interventions play such an
important role in helping film businesses become
TVTUBJOBCMF XFXBOUFEUPMPPLBUBDPVQMFPG
key areas where such support is undergoing
EFWFMPQNFOUT FYQFSJFODJOHDIBOHFTPSTUSFTTFT
of various kinds.

Figure 2

A comparison of selected rebate incentives
targeting international mobile productions

5.1
Current trends in incentive ‘rivalry’

Country

Although there are no macro trends in public
support for film – apart from certain screen agencies
facing continual pressure on their budgets because
PGHMPCBMFDPOPNJDEJóDVMUJFToUIFSFBSFNJDSP
USFOETGPDVTTFEPODFSUBJOBSFBTPGJOUFSWFOUJPO BOE
production attraction incentives is one area where
there is a remakable amount of current activity.
.BOZUFSSJUPSJFTBSFFOHBHFEJOBLJOEPGQSPEVDUJPO
incentive ‘arms race’ as to which country can most
successfully attract portable production. Because
film spends so much money employing so many
QFPQMFJOBTIPSUTQBDFPGUJNF HPWFSONFOUTIBWF
recognised the trickle-down economic benefits of
IPTUJOHöMNQSPEVDUJPO MFUBMPOFUIFUPVSJTNBOE
country brand benefits noted above.

Maximum
Rebate (%)

Czech Republic

20

France

20

(FSNBOZ



Hungary

20

*SFMBOE



*UBMZ



.BMUB



United Kingdom (large budget)

20

Non-Europe
"VTUSBMJB JOUFSOBUJPOBM 



4JOHBQPSF



4PVUI"GSJDB



4PVUI,PSFB



$PVOUSJFTJODMVEJOH$SPBUJB "CV%IBCJBOE.BMBZTJB
have all recently launched their own new incentives
for film and many of these schemes also apply to
domestic productions. The following table shows
some examples:
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5.2
Tendency to focus on projects
over companies

the points raised in this report as a precondition of
NBLJOHBMPBO TVDIBTIBWJOHBUMFBTUPOFDPNQBOZ
director with a minimum of five years’ experience on
UIFCPBSE A4USPOH FOUSFQSFOFVSJBMMFBEFSTIJQ 

Although from a relatively low level of current
TVQQPSU TDSFFOBHFODJFTBSFJODSFBTJOHMZ
recognising the importance of company
development as opposed to simply project
financing.

Reviewing the first two years of the Enterprise
1SPHSBN FYUFSOBMBTTFTTPST PGXIJDI41*JTPOF 
noted some common factors of applications that did
not succeed: continued overreliance on production
fees for income rather than downstream revenue
potential; a dearth of joint ventures or corporate
linkages; a lack of input from business/financial
mentors and experienced non-executive directors;
lack of research/analysis into what the market
wants (excess of ‘supply-push’ strategy as opposed
to ‘demand-pull’) and a lack of up to date market
intelligence.

"QSJNFFYBNQMFPGJOOPWBUJWFTVQQPSUJT4DSFFO
"VTUSBMJBT&OUFSQSJTF%FWFMPQNFOU1SPHSBNXIJDI
since 2009 has provided corporate finance soft
loans. The mission statement of the program is
‘assisting in the development and creation of viable
TDSFFOCVTJOFTTFT JOQBSUJDVMBSUISPVHI
!

4VQQPSUJOHFYJTUJOHCVTJOFTTFTUPHSPXUPUIF
next stage

!

Encouraging new business partnerships and
alliances

!

%FWFMPQJOHBTUSPOHQSFTFODFJOUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBM
marketplace

!

Encouraging the development of new revenue
streams

!

Facilitating increased development of quality
projects and talent

!

&ODPVSBHJOHEFWFMPQNFOU QSPEVDUJPOBOE
marketing strategies which address new
opportunities in digital media and online.

Companies that do not yet have the capacity
to access private capital were prioritised in the
QSPHSBNTöSTUZFBSPGPQFSBUJPOJO4PGU
MPBOTPGVQUP"4  û  QFSZFBS
for three years were available. The 2011 funding
SPVOEBXBSEFE"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO UPGPVS
DPNQBOJFT5IF&OUFSQSJTF1SPHSBNIBTBXBSEFE
"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO UPDPNQBOJFTJO
total to date.
A proportion of the Enterprise funds are treated
BTBSFDPVQBCMFMPBO XJUIUIFFYBDUBNPVOUBOE
repayment mechanism negotiated on a case-bycase basis.
The scheme operates an application process that
opens once a year and applicant companies must
present a strong business plan which addresses
NBOZPGUIFFMFNFOUTEFTDSJCFEJOUIF*OWFTUNFOU
Ready definition of sustainability that is referred to
in section 2.
$SVDJBMMZ UIF&OUFSQSJTF1SPHSBNJOTJTUTPONBOZPG
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Reviewing other support measures discloses that
UIF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUFDBOBXBSEVQUPû 
for corporate development while Film i Väst meets
four times a year to review strategies and structures
supported by the regional screen agency through its
Business Audit scheme.
What these bodies believe is that helping
production companies diversify their revenue
streams by expanding into new areas as well as
overseas is a key plank in creating a sustainable
film industry.
/PUXJUITUBOEJOHUIFTFFYBNQMFT UIFSFBSFSFMBUJWFMZ
few national support initiatives which are targeted
specifically at achieving or supporting corporate
HSPXUIGPSöMNQSPEVDUJPODPNQBOJFT*OTUFBE
there is a strong bias towards funding for individual
QSPKFDUT UIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGQSPKFDUTLJMMT PSGPS
infrastructure projects such as studio developments.
The training on offer for creating sustainable film
CVTJOFTTJTBMTPSFMBUJWFMZIBSEUPMPDBUF4PNF
academic institutions such as the National Film
BOE5FMFWJTJPO4DIPPM /'54 JOUIF6,BOEUIF
"VTUSBMJBO'JMN5FMFWJTJPOBOE3BEJP4DIPPM "'534 
PòFSDPVSTFTJOUIFCVTJOFTTBTQFDUTPGQSPEVDJOH 
BTEPFTUIF1FUFS4UBSL1SPEVDJOH1SPHSBNBU64$
JO-PT"OHFMFT5IJT4FQUFNCFSUIF-POEPO'JMN
4DIPPMJTMBVODIJOHBO."JO*OEFQFOEFOU'JMN
Business with Exeter University in England.
The problem is however that often producer
business training is about how to convert projects
into production and distribution. What is generally
lacking is support for owner/managers who wish
UPTUSBUFHJDBMMZHSPXBOECVJMEDPNQBOJFT GPS
which they need training in strategic company
EFWFMPQNFOUBOEBDIJFWJOH*OWFTUNFOU3FBEJOFTT

Section 5.0

5.3
European competition policy
4UBUF"JE
"TPGUIFEBUFPGUIJTSFQPSU .BZ UIF
European film industry is uncertain about how
current European Commission proposals concerning
4UBUF"JENJHIUCFFOBDUFEBOEIPXUIFZNJHIU
affect the way in which screen agencies support the
film sector.
The draft proposals for change have been issued by
the EC in pursuit of one of its core responsibilities
under the Treaty on the Functioning of the
&VSPQFBO6OJPO 5'&6 OBNFMZUIFQPMJDJOHPG&6
DPNQFUJUJPOMBX*OUIFESBGU$PNNVOJDBUJPOUIF
&$SFGFSTUP"SUJDMFPGUIF5'&6 UIFHFOFSBMSVMF
against competition-distorting state aid) and Article
  E UIFTPDBMMFEADVMUVSBMFYDFQUJPOA
The draft proposals set out to make a number of
changes to the rules governing state aid to film.
The most important changes are:
!

A proposed cap on state aid to high budget
‘non-European’ films

!

A reduction in the proportion of the budget a
.FNCFS4UBUFDBOSFRVJSFUPCFTQFOUXJUIJOJUT
territory (territorialisation)

!

A new definition of expenditure anywhere within
the European Economic Area (EU members plus
*DFMBOE -JFDIUFOTUFJOBOE/PSXBZ BTAOBUJPOBM
expenditure where the aid is pro rata
to national expenditure

!

A proposed rule against allowing state aid to
support particular budget lines.

!

Public support for film

!

That the definition of ‘qualifying spend’ causes
particular activities in the film budget to receive
a national preference

!

5IBU.FNCFS4UBUFTNBZIBWFMPDBMTQFOE
SFRVJSFNFOUTPGVQUPPGUIFöMNCVEHFU 
which the Commission regards as excessive

!

5IBU.FNCFS4UBUFTBSFVTJOHQVCMJDGVOEJOH
to compete with each other to attract mobile
international productions to shoot in their
territories.

The Commission believes that these aspects
PG.FNCFS4UBUFTöMNTVQQPSUTZTUFNTEJTUPSU
competition to an extent that is not justified in the
pursuit of legitimate cultural purposes.
41*CFMJFWFTUIFSFJTDPOTJEFSBCMFPQQPTJUJPOXJUIJO
many European governments to most of these
changes but until the issues are clarified there is
a cloud in Europe over the flexibility enjoyed by
nations and regions in their support strategies for
the sector.

One of the Commission’s roles is to be the guardian
PGDPNQFUJUJPOXJUIJOUIFTJOHMFNBSLFU*UBDDFQUT
UIBUöMN BTBDVMUVSBMHPPE JTBOFYDFQUJPOCVU
seeks to prevent the ‘cultural exception’ being used
inappropriately as a form of industrial protection.
"TFYQSFTTFEJOUIFESBGU$PNNVOJDBUJPO JUIBT
three particular concerns:

Building sustainable film businesses:
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Success factors for
Public Support Systems
Having identified what film companies can do
to help themselves achieve sustainability and
longevity there remains a question about what
public agencies wishing to support film as both a
cultural and economic activity can do that is aimed
specifically at strategic company development.
*UJTOPUJOBQQSPQSJBUFUPQVUQVCMJDGVOETJOUP
helping film businesses become sustainable.
#VTJOFTTTVQQPSUGPS4.&TJOBMMTFDUPSTJTBXFMM
established and highly effective strategy used by
governments around the world to help enterprises
UPHSPX*OEFQFOEFOUöMNDPNQBOJFTXJMMJOFWJUBCMZ
fall under the definition of a small to medium
sized enterprise (if not a micro enterprise) and are
therefore eligible for this support.
)PXFWFS UIFDPNQMFYJUJFTJOIFSFOUJOUIFöMN
industry (in particular the challenges to growth
described elsewhere) mean that business support
JTOPUBMXBZTBQQMJDBCMF BOEDPVMECFNPSF
specifically targeted and designed to help film
companies overcome those particular obstacles.
41*IBTCVJMUPOJUTLOPXMFEHFPGBOESFTFBSDIJOUP
QVCMJDTVQQPSUTDIFNFTGPSöMNBSPVOEUIFXPSME 
BOEUIFFóDBDZPGUIPTFTDIFNFT UPJEFOUJGZB
number of success factors for public agencies
wishing to support film businesses. These factors
have done the most to support growing film
CVTJOFTTFTJOUIFJOEFQFOEFOUTFDUPS FWFOUIPVHI
UIFZTVQQPSUHSPXUIJOBOJOEJSFDUXBZ XJUIUIF
focus still largely on individual projects.
*OTVNNBSZ UIFTFTVDDFTTGBDUPSTBSFJEFOUJöFEBT
!

A holistic range of initiatives with consistent
levels of support

!

1SPKFDUCBTFETVQQPSUUIBUNPUJWBUFTCZ
rewarding success

!

Where broadcasters are mandated to invest

!

Levies and quotas

!

4ZTUFNTUIBUDPNCJOFXFMMXJUIUIPTFJO
other countries.
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6.1
A holistic range of initiatives with
consistent levels of support
*ONBOZPGUIFNPTUFTUBCMJTIFE NBUVSFöMN
economies around the world there is a public
TVQQPSUCPEZ VTVBMMZBUOBUJPOBMMFWFMCVUPGUFO
BMTPBUSFHJPOBMMFWFM QSPWJEJOHBOJOUFHSBUFETFU
of support initiatives aimed at different points along
the value chain.
A holistic range of support mechanisms across
the value chain might include some or all of the
following commercially based interventions:
!

%FWFMPQNFOUGVOEJOHGPSOFXQSPKFDUT

!

1SPEVDUJPOGVOEJOH

!

4VQQPSUGPSEJTUSJCVUPSTBOE XIFSFSFMFWBOU TBMFT
DPNQBOJFT GPSFYBNQMFXJUINBSLFUJOHDPTUT

!

4VQQPSUGPSJOEFQFOEFOUFYIJCJUPSTBOE
national broadcasters

!

*OJUJBMUSBJOJOHGPSOFXFOUSBOUTBTXFMMBT
advanced training and networking opportunities
for established film professionals.

A holistic approach usually exists in countries
where government has a full understanding of the
SBOHFPGCFOFöUTPGBIFBMUIZTDSFFOTFDUPS CPUI
FDPOPNJD BTEFTDSJCFEJO4FDUJPO BOEDVMUVSBM
.PTUJNQPSUBOUJTBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIBUTDSFFO
production is a major driver of activity in the creative
FDPOPNZ XIJDIJTBDPSFFMFNFOUPGUIFLOPXMFEHF
economy that many developed countries are
increasingly turning to for growth.
Crucially these policy programmes have
QFSNBOFODF PSBUMFBTUSFBMMPOHFWJUZoPOF
FYBNQMFXPVMECFJO4XFEFOXIFSFUIF'JMN
Agreement guarantees support for periods
PGBUMFBTUGPVSZFBST QSPWJEJOHEPNFTUJDBOE
international stakeholders along the value chain
a measure of security in their business decisions.
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6.2
1SPKFDUCBTFETVQQPSUUIBUNPUJWBUFT
activity by rewarding success

making films that have reached a minimum level of
CPYPóDF5IJTöOBODJBMSFXBSEGPSQSFWJPVTTVDDFTT
JTUIFOJOWFTUFEJOGVUVSFQSPKFDUT TPDPOUSJCVUJOHUP
building a sustainable business.

*ONBOZSFHJPOTBOEDPVOUSJFTTVQQPSUGPSöMN
JTGPDVTFEPOQSPKFDUCBTFETVQQPSUPOMZ4VDI
schemes can nevertheless encourage sustainability
of film businesses when designed around certain
characteristics. These are as follows:

Recoupment policy

Project funding
1SPKFDUGVOEJOH JOQBSUJDVMBSQSPEVDUJPOGVOEJOH 
should be designed to incentivise both domestic
independent film production and international
JOXBSEJOWFTUNFOUQSPKFDUT*UJTDSVDJBMUIBUUIFSJHIU
balance is struck between these two if all of the aims
of a holistic strategy are to be achieved.

Automatic support
Furthermore there is a trend in that public policy
approaches have tended toward offering automatic
QSPKFDUTVQQPSUSBUIFSUIBOEJTDSFUJPOBSZTZTUFNT JO
NBSLFUTUIBUIBWFSFBDIFENBUVSJUZ%JTDSFUJPOBSZ
systems are sometimes biased towards assessing
film projects on cultural grounds rather than
for their commercial potential. By also offering
automatic support this can be balanced to enable a
range of kinds of films to be made – whether aimed
at a niche art-house audience or the mass market.

Diverse voices, new talent
However for the sake of a healthy film ecology
it is important that there is a balance between
commercial and cultural film-making. Funding for
cultural or diversity-related content or funding
aimed at the development of new talent is in
general discretionary. The motivation for funding
these kinds of films differs substantially from that of
NPSFDPNNFSDJBMöMNT TPTVQQPSUGPSUIFTFLJOETPG
projects is often sourced from a different strand of
funding than the automatic support system.

Rewarding success
*OUIFNPTUFòFDUJWFTVQQPSUTZTUFNTQSPKFDU
funding for film motivates producers to make
films with the potential to connect to substantial
BVEJFODFTCZSFXBSEJOHCPYPóDFPSPUIFS
measures of success with ‘bonus’ financial incentives.
This form of support can be found in European
DPVOUSJFTJODMVEJOH'SBODF (FSNBOZBOE4XFEFO
*OTPNFDBTFTUIJTJTBENJOJTUFSFEUISPVHIB
separate block of funding which can be accessed by
producers who have established a track record of

8IFSFEJTDSFUJPOBSZPSTFMFDUJWFGVOETEPFYJTU JU
is helpful if the public sector recoupment policy is
flexible so that where possible the producer can
SFDPVQUIFJSJOWFTUNFOUBUMFBTUBMPOHTJEF JGOPU
BIFBEPG QVCMJDTFDUPSGVOEFST"OPUIFSBEWBOUBHF
would be if the public investment is considered as
QSPEVDFSTFRVJUZ BTJTUIFDBTFJO"VTUSBMJB *SFMBOE
and to some degree in the UK). This enabling of
producers to derive revenues alongside public
investors is crucial since in most cases the producer’s
recoupment position will be behind all other
öOBODJFST DSFBUJOHBNBKPSPCTUBDMFUPTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ

Producer’s equity
A good example of this flexible approach exists in
*SFMBOE XIFSFUIF*SJTI'JMN#PBSEXJMMDPOTJEFS
PGJUTJOWFTUNFOUBTQSPEVDFSTFRVJUZ JFJUJT
SFDPVQFEUPUIFQSPEVDFSJOTUFBEPGUIF*SJTI'JMN
#PBSE*UUFSNTUIJTUIFAJOUFSOBMDPSSJEPSCZXIJDI
a producer can share in the revenues generated
by a film.
*OUIF6,QSPEVDFSTGVOEFEUISPVHIUIF#SJUJTI'JMN
*OTUJUVUF #'* DVSSFOUMZSFDFJWFBCMFOEFEQSPEVDFS
FRVJUZDPSSJEPSPG*O+BOVBSZUIF6,
'JMN1PMJDZ3FWJFX(SPVQSFDPNNFOEFEUIBUUIF
FRVJUZDPSSJEPSCFUSFBUFEJOBEEJUJPOUP OPUJO
QMBDFPG UIFFYJTUJOHUBYDSFEJUBTQSPEVDFS
FRVJUZSFDPVQNFOU"MTP JUTIPVMESFDPVQQSPSBUB
and pari-passu8XJUI#'*-PUUFSZJOWFTUNFOU6OEFS
UIFSFDPNNFOEFETZTUFN SFDPVQFEGVOETXPVME
CFIFMEJOUSVTUCZUIF#'*BOEIBOEFEPVUGPSUIF
successful producer’s future projects.
The review group talked about creating a culture
PGSFXBSEJOHTVDDFTT'VSUIFS UIFSFWJFXBMTP
TVHHFTUFEUIBUUIF#'*JUTFMGTIPVMEIBWFSFMBYFE
policies for its own recoupment targets so that
more money goes towards building sustainable
production companies.

8.

5IBUJT FRVBMMZSBOLFE
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Slate funding

Spend-related rebate

Another mechanism for project funding through
which public support systems can encourage
sustainability in film businesses is through slate
funding where public funding is provided not just
for one film project but for a number of projects
being made by the same company.

.BOZDPVOUSJFTPQFSBUFBOBVUPNBUJDTZTUFNXIJDI
PòFSTBSFCBUFPOTQFOEJOUIFDPVOUSZ EJTDVTTFE
earlier in this report. This acts both as an incentive
UPJOXBSEJOWFTUNFOUQSPEVDUJPOT BTXFMMBTBXBZ
of supporting local producers. A direct rebate will
reduce both the cost of a production as well as the
SJTLTUPJOWFTUPST JODMVEJOHUIFQSPEVDFSXIFSFUIF
producer is an investor.

While this approach might reduce the risk for
UIFDPNQBOZ TMBUFGVOEJOHJTTFFOCZTPNFBT
increasing the risk for the funding body itself.
"NVDIMBSHFSöOBODJBMDPNNJUNFOUJTSFRVJSFE 
BOEJTQMBDFEBUUIFIBOETPGGFXFSDPNQBOJFT 
rather than spreading the risk/investment across
BOVNCFSPGQSPEVDFST)PXFWFS TMBUFGVOEJOHJT
a useful supporting mechanism in cases where a
company has demonstrated its ability to produce
strong commercial films.

All of these success factors for project funding
in general apply only to the more mature film
FDPOPNJFT*ODPVOUSJFTBOESFHJPOTXIJDIBSFBUBO
earlier stage of development other priorities than
company sustainability would dictate the design
PGTVQQPSUNFDIBOJTNT'PSFYBNQMF UIFZNJHIU
prioritise the need to establish a critical mass of
activity and/or to establish a new pool of talent.

Figure 3
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6.3
Where broadcasters are mandated to
invest in independent content
*OTFWFSBMDPVOUSJFTUFMFWJTJPOCSPBEDBTUFST
(particularly public service broadcasters) are
SFRVJSFEUPJOWFTUJOJOEFQFOEFOUöMNQSPEVDUJPO 
through the mechanisms of both license fees and
equity participation. This approach has reaped
considerable success in markets like France and
%FONBSL GPSFYBNQMF BOEJOUIFGPSNFSJUIBT
resulted in a number of major television companies
setting up successful film production activities.
4UVEJP$BOBMJTBQSJNFFYBNQMFPGUIJT
There are even better examples of this strategy
XPSLJOHXFMMGPSJOEFQFOEFOUT OBNFMZJOUFMFWJTJPO
production. Where public service broadcasters
have been required to show a minimum amount
PGEPNFTUJDDPOUFOU BNBSLFUPQQPSUVOJUZJT
immediately created and local television producers
working with broadcasters have benefitted. This
has resulted in real security for those independent
television companies that have been able to
establish themselves as reliable broadcaster
TVQQMJFST5IFBEEJUJPOBMCFOFöUPGUIJTBQQSPBDI 
QBSUJDVMBSMZGPSöMN JTUIBUJUGPSDFTQSPEVDFSTBOE
broadcasters to work together at the development
TUBHF JODSFBTJOHUIFQSPEVDFSTVOEFSTUBOEJOHPG
the commercial audience he or she is producing for.
)PXFWFS BTöMNDPOTVNQUJPOJODSFBTJOHMZUBLFT
place online there are questions as to whether
traditional broadcasters will have as much on-going
SFMFWBODFGPSUIFöMNNBSLFU PSXIFUIFSUIFZXJMM
be displaced by over-the-table (OTT) video-onEFNBOEPSTVCTDSJQUJPOWJEFPPOEFNBOE 470% 
movie services.

!
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6.4
Uses of levies and quotas
There are a number of other factors seen in film
support systems around the world which involve
IFBWZSFHVMBUJPOCVUXIJDIDPVMEDPOUSJCVUF PWFS
UJNF UPXBSETDPNQBOZTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ

Levies
-FWJFTBUUIFDPOTVNQUJPOTUBHF GPSFYBNQMFPO
UJDLFUTBMFT BSFVTFGVMGPSSPMMJOHGVOEJOHCBDLJOUP
GFBUVSFöMNQSPEVDUJPO*OQBSUJDVMBS CZVTJOH
the funds from levies to support the independent
TFDUPS JUJTQPTTJCMFGPSJOEFQFOEFOUTUPCFOFöU
GSPNUIFTVDDFTTPG)PMMZXPPEöMNT SBUIFSUIBO
CFJOHLFQUPVUPGUIFNBSLFUCZUIF64TUVEJPT
%PNFTUJD JOEFQFOEFOUBOEWFSZADVMUVSBMöMNT 
XIJDIVTVBMMZTUSVHHMFUPBDDFTTNBSLFUT BSF
IFMQFEJOUPQSPEVDUJPOBOEUIJTBQQSPBDI DSVDJBMMZ 
benefits public agencies supporting film since the
programme is self-funding rather than requiring
new public investment.
)PXFWFS POFESBXCBDLUPMFWJFTJTUIBU BUQSFTFOU 
it is unclear how they could be applied to new
UFDIOPMPHJFTTVDIBTWJEFPPOEFNBOE 470%BOE
PUIFSEJHJUBMMZEJTUSJCVUFEDPOUFOU*OBEEJUJPO 
while levies have been used at different times and
JOEJòFSFOUDPVOUSJFTGPSNBOZZFBST TFMMJOHUIFJEFB
PGBOFXMFWZUPQPMJUJDJBOTDBOCFEJóDVMUBTUIF
companies suffering the levy might also own other
media which puts them in a position of significant
influence in the political domain.

Quotas
Quotas are another method of securing
sustainability for film businesses at the production
FOEPGUIFWBMVFDIBJO FOTVSJOHUIBUBNJOJNVN
level of domestic production is commissioned or
shown in cinemas. These quotas could be enforced
either among exhibitors – cinemas are mandated to
show a minimum number or proportion of locallyQSPEVDFEöMNToPSBNPOHCSPBEDBTUFST XIJDI
similarly are required to show a minimum amount
of domestic content.
China currently only allows 20 foreign films to be
JNQPSUFEFBDIZFBS BMUIPVHIUIFDPVOUSZSFDFOUMZ
BHSFFEUPBMMPXBGVSUIFS*NBYPS%UJUMFTJOUP
UIFDPVOUSZBOOVBMMZ4PVUI,PSFBOFYIJCJUPSTBSF
SFRVJSFEUPSFTFSWFPGTDSFFOUJNFGPSMPDBMMZ
produced films and in fact the quota was until a few
years ago even higher than that.

Building sustainable film businesses:
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A quota for cinemas is a less popular and useful
NFDIBOJTN TJODFJUJTEFTJHOFETQFDJöDBMMZUPEJTUPSU
the market in favour of a particular kind of product.

6.5
4ZTUFNTUIBUDPNCJOFXFMMXJUIUIPTF
in other countries
A crucial consideration of all for public sector
support for film businesses is that whatever support
is offered must be designed to be easily combined
with support offered in other countries because
most independent film are funded through a
variety of international co-producers and other
OFUXPSLT5IJTNFBOTUIBUDPQSPEVDUJPOUSFBUJFT 
BOENFNPSBOEBPGVOEFSTUBOEJOH BSFDSVDJBMUP
enabling local companies to build international
business partnerships and access funding required
to make films for international markets. Where
this simple mechanism is not in place local film
businesses could be severely restricted in the level
of growth that can be achieved.
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State of the markets
We did not want to write a report about sustainable
film businesses without taking a look of some of the
key trends that might affect companies’ ability to
CFDPNFTVTUBJOBCMF.PTUPGUIFTFBSFUPEPXJUI
trends observed in the various markets for
film product.

7.1
Understanding today’s audiences
for film
*GUIFPMENBOUSBXBTADPOUFOUJTLJOH UIFOUPEBZT
world sees the consumer as queen. The explosion in
social media has had a huge levelling effect on the
XBZQFPQMFTFF VTFBOEBCTPSCöMN#Z 
million people globally will view online video via
DPOOFDUFEEFWJDFTTVDIBT57T HBNFTDPOTPMFTPS
set-top boxes9 . This new flattened media world is
affecting the traditional film industry too.
4JNQMZQVU JUJTUIFDPOTVNFSXIPXJMMEFUFSNJOF
how the industry will grow rather than the industry
pushing change on the consumer.
This shift can be especially seen in the exhibition
CVTJOFTT XIFSFDJOFNBTDBOOPMPOHFSSFMZPO
repeat business. With so many screens competing
GPSQFPQMFTBUUFOUJPO DJOFNBDIBJOTIBWFJOOPWBUFE
to retain customers.
8JUIBOBHFJOHQPQVMBUJPO DIBJOTTVDIBT$VS[PO
JO#SJUBJO 7JMMBHFJO"VTUSBMJBBOE'PMLFUT)VT
PDI1BSLFSJO4XFEFOIBWFJOOPWBUFEUPBUUSBDU
PMEFSQBUSPOT$VS[PO XIJDIPQFSBUFTBDIBJO
PGVQNBSLFUDJOFNBTBDSPTT-POEPO IBTUBMLFE
about positioning itself as a niche premium brand.
"VTUSBMJBODIBJO7JMMBHFSVOTTPQIJTUJDBUFE(PME
Class Cinemas within its multiplexes. Rivals Hoyts
and Event Cinemas have their own versions of
the upmarket cinema screen concept with better
TFBUJOHBOEXBJUFSTFSWJDF*O4XFEFO 'PMLFUT
)VTPDI1BSLFSCSPBEDBTUTMJWFPQFSBBOECBMMFU
GSPNWFOVFTJODMVEJOHUIF.FUSPQPMJUBO0QFSBJO

/FX:PSL*ODVNCFOU4XFEJTINVMUJQMFYPQFSBUPS
4'#JPIBTUBSHFUFEUIFPQQPTJUFEFNPHSBQIJD 
creating baby and toddler-friendly screens with
softer sound and frequent breaks in the film for
taking care of children’s needs.
"DDPSEJOHUPUIF8PSME)FBMUI0SHBOJTBUJPO QFS
cent of this ageing population will be aged over
CZ5IJTBHFJOHQPQVMBUJPOJTBòFDUJOH
UIFLJOETPGöMNTUIBUBSFCFJOHNBEF*O#SJUBJO
JOQBSUJDVMBS UIFTVDDFTTPG5IF,JOHT4QFFDIIBT
encouraged one sub-genre: films aged at filmgoers
BHFEPWFS%JTUSJCVUPSTBSFDIBTJOHBGUFSUIF
ATJMWFSQPVOE5JN#FWBO DPDIBJSNBOPG8PSLJOH
5JUMF 5JOLFS5BJMPS4PMEJFS4QZ CFMJFWFTUIJTPMEFS
audience is far more reliable than a younger one
more interested in computer games10.
The changes going on in the global film industry
are not only about encouraging consumers to get
out of the home and into the cinema. This would be
a subject for a whole separate report – consumer
DIPJDFoJOUFSNTPGGPSNBUTBOEEFMJWFSZTZTUFNT 
let alone the challenge to the industry of piracy
BOEJMMFHBMEPXOMPBE4PNFSFMBUFEJTTVFTBSF
BEESFTTFEJOGPMMPXJOHTFDUJPOT#VUTVóDFJUUP
TBZ öMNQSPEVDFSTIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZBTXFMMBT
UIFOFFEUPNPWFDMPTFSUPUIFVMUJNBUFDPOTVNFS 
and understanding (and predicting) consumer
behaviour has become increasingly important for
all forms of digital media content.

9.
$PUUMF (JMFTA05557WJFXFSTUPPVUOVNCFS*157WJFXFSTJO
*OGPSNB5FMFDPNT.FEJB .BSDI
10.

5JN#FWBOJOUFSWJFX 0DUPCFS
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7.2
(MPCBMNBSLFUTNFUBBOBMZTJT
%FTQJUFEFFQSFDFTTJPOJONBOZDPVOUSJFT öMN
has continued to demonstrate its strength as
BDPOTVNFSQSPEVDU1SJDFXBUFSIPVTF$PPQFST
predicts that global entertainment and media
TQFOEJOHXJMMSFBDIUSJMMJPOJO"ENJTTJPOT
in all major markets have recovered from a small
TMVNQJO BOEHSPTTCPYPóDFIBTDPOUJOVFE
to grow year on year.
As to which countries will experience the greatest
HSPXUIPWFSUIFOFYUGFXZFBST UIF#3*$DPVOUSJFT
XJMM VOTVSQSJTJOHMZ MFBEUIFQBDL$IJOBJTFYQFDUFE
to experience the fastest growth. The Chinese filmed
FOUFSUBJONFOUTFDUPSXJMMHSPXCZCFUXFFO
BOE SFBDIJOHCJMMJPO*OEJBXJMMCF
UIFTFDPOEGBTUFTUHSPXJOHTFDUPS XJUISFWFOVF
JODSFBTJOHCZUPCJMMJPOBOE3VTTJBXJMM
CFJOUIJSEQMBDFXJUIHSPXUIUPSFBDI
billion11. Brazil meanwhile will see growth increase
CZUPCJMMJPO

7.3
%JTUSJCVUJPOUSFOET
%JTUSJCVUPSTIBWFCFOFöUFEöOBODJBMMZGSPNUIF
HSPXUIPG4VCTDSJQUJPO7JEFPPO%FNBOE 470% 
TFSWJDFTDPNQFUJOHGPSOFXTVCTDSJCFST QVTIJOH
VQQSJDFTQBJEGPSöMNSJHIUT5IFQSPTQFDUPG470%
services offering film buffs any film from catalogues
running into thousands of titles is enticing greater
viewership.
*O470%CFDBNFNPSFQPQVMBSUIBOGSFF
UPWJFXDBUDIVQ57JOUIF64"4DSFFO%JHFTU
FTUJNBUFTUIFSFXJMMCFCJMMJPO470%NPWJFWJFXT
JOUIF64"UIJTZFBS PVUTUSJQQJOHUIFOVNCFSPG
QIZTJDBMSFOUBMTBOE%7%QVSDIBTFTDPNCJOFE12.
/PXPOEFS64TUSFBNJOHTFSWJDF/FUøJYXBTTPLFFO
to launch its UK online video service in January.
)PXFWFS /FUøJYGBDFTTUJòDPNQFUJUJPOGSPN
JODVNCFOUT4LZBOE-PWF'JMN XIJDIIBTXFMMPWFS
NJMMJPODVTUPNFSTBMPOF*OGPSNBQSFEJDUTUIBUCZ
 NJMMJPOQFPQMFJOUIF6,XJMMCFXBUDIJOH
0WFSUIF5PQ 055 57TFSWJDFT XIJDIBMTPJODMVEF
UIF##$TJ1MBZFSBOE:PV5VCF.

*OEFQFOEFOUQSPEVDFSTXJMMCFIPQJOHUIBUUIFTF
OFX470%QMBUGPSNTXJMMHJWFBMFBTFPGMJGFUPPMEFS
MJCSBSZUJUMFT HFOFSBUJOHBEEJUJPOBMJODPNFGPSUIFN
.BOZ IPXFWFS BSFMJLFMZUPCFEJTBQQPJOUFE"
recent Harvard Business Review study of Quickflix
(Australia’s version of Netflix) found that the top
NPWJFTBDDPVOUFEGPSQFSDFOUPGSFOUBMT*G
anything the tyranny of the blockbuster could be
getting worse.

7.4
1SPEVDUJPOUSFOET
The sums involved in making Hollywood
blockbusters are so astronomical (according to the
.PUJPO1JDUVSF"TTPDJBUJPOPG"NFSJDB UIFBWFSBHF
TUVEJPNPWJFDPTUNJMMJPOUPQSPEVDFBOE
NBSLFUJO UIFNPTUSFDFOUZFBSGPSXIJDI
figures are available) the six Hollywood studios
have become ever more risk averse. That is why so
many of today’s blockbusters are based on existing
properties recognised by audiences. The audience
does not have to be sold an original concept.
Eighteen of the top 20 highest-grossing movies
of 2011 were based on pre-existing intellectual
QSPQFSUZoFJUIFSCPPLT QSFWJPVTNPWJFTPS JOUIF
DBTFPG1JSBUFTPGUIF$BSJCCFBO QSFWJPVTNPWJFT
CBTFEPOBGBJSHSPVOEBUUSBDUJPO0OMZUXPNPWJFT 
#SJEFTNBJETBOE3JP XFSFXSJUUFOEJSFDUMZGPS
the screen.
The independent sector too has realised the value
of films based on pre-existing properties. For
FYBNQMF 4XFEFOT:FMMPX#JSEIBTNJOFEUIFXPSL
PG4DBOEJOBWJBODSJNFXSJUFSTJODMVEJOH+P/FTCP
)FBEIVOUFST 4UFJH-BSTTPO 5IF(JSM8JUIUIF
%SBHPO5BUUPP BOE)FOOJOH.BOLFMT8BMMBOEFS
to adapt into films and TV series. These shows have
been so successful that Yellow Bird has also coQSPEVDFE64&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFSFNBLFTPGTPNF
PGUIFTBNFQSPQFSUJFT*OEFQFOEFOUQSPEVDFST
NJOJOHFYJTUJOHQSPQFSUJFT UFMFWJTJPO CPPLT GPS
film adaptation will be an increasing trend.

11.
1SJDFXBUFSIPVTF$PPQFST(MPCBM&OUFSUBJONFOUBOE.FEJB0VUMPPL


)PPQFS 3JDIBSEA-BUFTU*OEVTUSZ5SFOET4DSFFO%JHFTU#4"$'JMN
Conference 2012.
12.


$PUUMF (JMFTA0557JFXFSTUP0VUOVNCFS*1577JFXFSTCZ
*OGPSNB5FMFDPNT.FEJB .BSDI
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Figure 4
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7.5
1VCMJDTPVSDFGVOEJOH
European state film funding has undergone massive
re-assessment and reform as a result of the global
FDPOPNJDDSJTJT*ONPTUPG&VSPQF GVOEJOHXJMM
DPOUJOVFUPCFSFTUSJDUFEGPSUIFGPSFTFFBCMFGVUVSF 
as core government services place increasing
EFNBOETPOMJNJUFEQVCMJDGVOET'PSFYBNQMF 
The Netherlands Film Fund has had its government
TVQQPSUDVUCZXIJMF)VOHBSZT.PUJPO1JDUVSF
1VCMJD'PVOEBUJPOPG)VOHBSZ ..," IBEJUT
CVEHFUDVUCZ

0UIFSDPVOUSJFTPVUTJEF&VSPQFIBWF UIPVHI 
injected fresh money into their film funding systems.
*O.BSDI5IF/BUJPOBM'JMN%FWFMPQNFOU
$PSQPSBUJPOPG.BMBZTJB '*/"4 MBVODIFEB
film production rebate as part of its Transformation
PGUIF'JMN*OEVTUSZQSPHSBNNF4JOHBQPSFIBT
completely overhauled its myriad film funding
TDIFNFT USZJOHUPTUSFBNMJOFJUTQSFWJPVTPòFS
which had 14 different schemes for film alone.
#SB[JMTTUBUFNBOBHFEöMNJOWFTUNFOUTDIFNFT 
UIF'VODJOFT JODSFBTFEUIFJSJOWFTUNFOUCZ
ZFBSPOZFBSUPûNJMMJPOJO
4PXIJMF&VSPQFTUBUFöMNGVOEFSTJONBOZDBTFT
IBWFUIFJSIBOETUJFECZUIFXJEFSFDPOPNJDDSJTJT 
countries further afield continue to realise the value
of a healthy film industry.

Figure 5
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Section 8.0

How digital innovations
are changing the
film business world
8.1
Understanding today’s audiences
for film
The internet has created the possibility for
independent producers to reach out to end-users
EJSFDUMZ GPSGVOEJOHBOENBSLFUJOHUIFJSöMNT

Crowd funding
This is a method of raising money through
numerous micro-investments made via the internet
and it has already seeped in to traditional film
öOBODF'PSFYBNQMF *SPO4LZ UIF/B[JTDJFODF
öDUJPOQBSPEZSBJTFEûNJMMJPOPGJUTûNJMMJPO
budget through traditional film funding channels
JODMVEJOHUIF'JOOJTI'JMN'PVOEBUJPO &VSJNBHFT 
4DSFFO2VFFOTMBOE BOEQSFTBMFT)PXFWFS BO
BEEJUJPOBMû DBNFUISPVHIJOEJWJEVBMPOMJOF
fan donations.
.FBOXIJMF,JDLTUBSUFS UIF64DSPXEGVOEJOH
XFCTJUF FTUJNBUFTJUXJMMEJTUSJCVUFPWFSû
million dollars to its users’ projects in 2012. One
third of all money raised through Kickstarter goes
UPXBSETöMNQSPKFDUTJODMVEJOHGFBUVSFT TIPSUT
and documentaries. Thirty one films playing at this
ZFBST4PVUICZ4PVUIXFTU'FTUJWBMJO"VTUJO 5FYBT
XFSFGVOEFECZ,JDLTUBSUFSEPOBUJPOT PWFSPG
UIPTFQMBZJOH4FWFOUFFO,JDLTUBSUFSGVOEFEöMNT
BMTPQMBZFEBUUIJTZFBST4VOEBODF'JMN'FTUJWBM
Kickstarter’s most ambitious project to date has
CFFO#MVF-JLF+B[[ CBTFEPO%POBME.JMMFST/FX
:PSL5JNFTCFTUTFMMFS XIJDIIBTSBJTFE 
through crowd funding.
*OCPUIDBTFTUIFTVNTJOWPMWFEBSFUPPTNBMMGPS
most independent production companies but as
UIFJOUFSOFUCFDPNFTFWFONPSFQFSWBTJWF DSPXE
funding could become another useful tool for film
producers.

Online communities
Of course where the internet has had its biggest
impact is how films are released. The debate over
whether people would watch films on small screens
via mobile phones and tablet computers now seems
RVBJOU*OUFSOFUSFUBJMFSTTVDIBTJ5VOFT /FUøJYBOE
LoveFilm have all enjoyed huge success streaming
movies to portable devices. Amazon-owned UK film
TFSWJDF-PWF'JMNBOOPVODFEJO.BSDIUIBU
the number of films and TV programmes streamed
PWFSUIFXFCWJBMBQUPQT DPOOFDUFEUFMFWJTJPOTBOE
HBNFTDPOTPMFTXBTIJHIFSUIBOUIFOVNCFS
of Blu-ray discs and games rented. Other niche film
POMJOFTUSFBNJOHTFSWJDFTTVDIBTEPDVNFOUBSZ70%
TFSWJDFTBSFBMTPQJDLJOHVQTUFBN%PHXPPGUWBJNT
UPIBWF TVCTDSJCFSTCZFOE14 .
Consumers expect to be able to watch films
anytime and anywhere they want to on internetenabled devices.
"TPUIFSQMBUGPSNTIBWFTIPXOJOUIFQBTU 
exclusivity becomes the driver for attracting new
TVCTDSJCFSTUPUIFTFPOMJOF70%TFSWJDFT*OUJNF 
BTXJUIUSBEJUJPOBMQBZUWJOUIFQBTU TFSWJDFTNBZ
have to fund production up front to secure content
further down the line.
Where the internet is having the biggest impact
today though for independent producers is reaching
out to their audiences directly. The Blair Witch
1SPKFDU  XBTUIFöSTUGFBUVSFUPIBSOFTTUIF
internet to create a fanbase. Today many producers
identify the particular demographic their film is
aimed at and target likely cinemagoers through
Twitter and Facebook.

14.

*OUFSWJFX "OEZ8IJUBLFS $&0%PHXPPG "QSJM
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6OMJLFCSPBETUVEJPSFMFBTFNBSLFUJOH TPDJBMNFEJB
enables the independent producer to identify the
EFNPHSBQIJDTQFDJöDBMMZ'PSFYBNQMF UIFNBLFST
of the Academy Award-winning documentary
Bill Cunningham New York identified 90 fashion
bloggers or ‘influencers’ and reached out to them
about the film. They watched the campaign spread
virally after that. The UK theatrical campaign cost
û DPNQBSFEXJUIUIFBWFSBHFû 
û JUDPTUTUPSFMFBTFBNPWJFJO#SJUBJO5IF
opportunity is for producers to target communities
PGQFPQMFJOUFSFTUFEJOXIBUUIFJSöMNJTBCPVU BOE
go after them precisely.

8.2
New opportunities to create
relationships with brands and the
advertising world
There are three levels of branding in the film world
of use to independent producers trying to create
sustainable film businesses:

Product placement
Although product placement has long appeared
JONBJOTUSFBN)PMMZXPPENPWJFT UIFSFMBUJPOTIJQ
between brands and independent production
JTNPSFQSPCMFNBUJD7BOT UIFUFFOTIPFCSBOE 
fully financed indie skateboarding move Lords of
%PHUPXO  QVUUJOHVQJUTFOUJSF 
CVEHFUJOFYDIBOHFGPSPXOFSTIJQPGUIFöMN
– and ensuring every character wore its shoes.
The problem with film from a brand’s point of view
JTUIBUCZUIFUJNFBöMNJTSFMFBTFE BOZQSPEVDU
starts to look out of date. Film does not have the
immediacy of television.


4DNJUU #FSOE) 3PHFST%BWJE- 7SPUTPT ,BSFOA5IFSFT/P#VTJOFTT
5IBUT/PU4IPX#VTJOFTT 'JOBODJBM5JNFT1SFOUJDF)BMM 
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Embedded branding
A subtler use of branding is embedding the brand’s
WBMVFTJOBöMN'PSFYBNQMF UIFFOUJSFUISVTUPGUIF
öMN$BTUBXBZ  JTUIBU5PN)BOLT XIPQMBZTB
'FE&YFNQMPZFF NVTUEFMJWFSIJTQBDLBHFEFTQJUF
being marooned on a desert island. One example
of this kind of embedded branding in independent
DJOFNBXBT4IBOF.FBEPXT4PNFST5PXO  
XIJDIXBTGVMMZöOBODFECZ&VSPTUBS.PUIFS UIF
-POEPOCBTFEBEWFSUJTJOHBHFODZ BQQSPBDIFE
.FBEPXTUPNBLFBöMNDFMFCSBUJOHUIFPQFOJOH
PGUIFOFX4U1BODSBT*OUFSOBUJPOBMUSBJOUFSNJOBM
At no time is the Eurostar brand visible – although
UIFöMNEPFTDVMNJOBUFJOBUSBJOSJEFUP1BSJT5IJT
TPGUFSVTFPGCSBOEJOH SFøFDUJOHWBMVFTPGUFOGPVOE
JOJOEFQFOEFOUöMNoEJòFSFODF EFöBODF VOVTVBM
family groupings – would seem a more productive
seam to mine than blatant product placement.

Brand association
Brands are also involved with cinema through
TQPOTPSTIJQPGBMMJFEFWFOUT QSPNPUJPOT QSFNJFSFT
BOEGFTUJWBMT0SBOHF UIF'SFODIUFMDP IBTCFDPNF
synonymous with cinema including through its
TQPOTPSTIJQPGUIF#"'5"BXBSET XIJMFDIBNQBHOF
CSBOE.PÑU$IBOEPOIBTTUSVDLBUXPZFBS
TQPOTPSTIJQEFBMXJUIUIF#SJUJTI*OEFQFOEFOU
'JMN"XBSET #*'"T *OCPUIDBTFTUIFCSBOETBSF
associating themselves with the glamour of the film
JOEVTUSZ1SPWJEJOHBQSPEVDFSIBTUIFSJHIULJOEPG
öMNUPBUUSBDUBDPSQPSBUFTQPOTPS JUJTOPUIBSEUP
imagine a brand sponsoring its premiere in the same
XBZUIBU"VEJTQPOTPSFEUIF64QSFNJFSFPG*SPO
.BO  
*OGBDU FWJEFODFPGCSBOEBTTPDJBUFEGVOEJOHPG
4UVEJPöMNTDBOCFGPVOEXPSMEXJEFCZPCTFSWJOH
IPX.D%POBMETIBWFMJOLFEXJUIBWBSJFUZPG%JTOFZ
BOEPUIFS GBNJMZöMNTUPQSPNPUF)BQQZ.FBMT
The commitment made by a production to permit
this kind of association generates funding for both
the production and distribution of a film.
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TNBMMFS JOEFQFOEFOUöMNTXJUIBNPSFMJNJUFE
1"CVEHFU5IFSFIBWFCFFOTUFQTNBEFUPXBSET
innovation in this area – including for example the
/PSUI"NFSJDBO70%SFMFBTFPG(BSFUI&EXBSET
.POTUFST  POFNPOUICFGPSFJUT64UIFBUSJDBM
release.

8.3
&WPMWJOHQBUUFSOTJOXJOEPXT GPSNBUT
and other forms of ‘distribution’
Cinemas are being squeezed by distributors
giving them increasingly less time to show films
FYDMVTJWFMZ4JYZFBSTBHPUIFUIFBUSJDBMAXJOEPXXBT
TIPSUFOFEGSPNTJYNPOUITUPGPVSNPOUIT4JODF
then Hollywood studios have pressured exhibitors
into accepting ever-shorter theatrical windows as
they rush to recoup their investment in as short a
UJNFBTQPTTJCMFGSPN%7%TBMFT QBZQFSWJFXBOE
other formats and outlets. Things came to a head
in February 2010 when three UK exhibition chains
SFGVTFEUPTDSFFO"MJDF*O8POEFSMBOEBGUFS%JTOFZ
BOOPVODFEJUXBTSFMFBTJOHUIFöMNPO%7%
XFFLTBGUFSUIFUIFBUSJDBMPQFOJOH SBUIFSUIBOUIF
JOEVTUSZTUBOEBSEPGXFFLT

Windows experimentation is more relevant for
MPXCVEHFUöMNTCFDBVTFUIFJSCPYPóDFWJTJCJMJUZ
is generally lower and their theatrical runs are
HFOFSBMMZTIPSUFS'PSFYBNQMF %PHXPPG UIF6,
EPDVNFOUBSZEJTUSJCVUPS SFMFBTFEUIF"DBEFNZ
Award-winning documentary Bill Cunningham
/FX:PSLPO%7%KVTUPOFNPOUIBGUFSJUTUIFBUSJDBM
release to capitalise on publicity. For independent
QSPEVDFST UIFTIPSUFSUIFXJOEPXCFUXFFO
theatrical and other platforms the better: consumers
can be alerted to the film’s availability on other
QMBUGPSNT DBQJUBMJTJOHPOUIFUIFBUSJDBMSFMFBTF
DBNQBJHOBOEJNQSPWJOHDBTIøPX XIJMFSFNPWJOH
UIFOFFEGPSBTFQBSBUF%7%NBSLFUJOHDBNQBJHO

While the typical four-month window is appropriate
GPS)PMMZXPPETUZMFCMPDLCVTUFST JUJTMFTTTPGPS

Figure 6
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8.4
Breakthroughs in digital production
Low-budget filmmaking
*ONBOZXBZTUIFIJTUPSZPGJOEFQFOEFOUDJOFNB
JTPOFPGMPXCVEHFUöMNNBLJOH GSPN+FBO-VD
(PEBSET#SFBUIMFTT  XIJDIUSJHHFSFEUIF
French Nouvelle Vague through to the low-budget
öMNTPGUIF%BOJTI%PHNFNPWFNFOUJOUIFAT
"TEJHJUBMDBNFSBFRVJQNFOUIBTCFDPNFDIFBQFS 
digital outlets for film have also mushroomed.
Filmmakers can upload their work direct to YouTube
creating viral marketing campaigns for their work.
Even Hollywood has caught on to the craze for lowbudget documentary-style features: for example
1BSBNPVOUIBTDSFBUFEBMPXCVEHFUIPSSPS
GSBODIJTFXJUIJUT1BSBOPSNBM"DUJWJUZTFSJFT5IF
öSTU1BSBOPSNBM"DUJWJUZöMNDPTU UPNBLF
BOEXFOUPOUPHSPTTNJMMJPOXPSMEXJEF"T
XJUIBOZQSPKFDU UIFTVDDFTTPGBOZMPXCVEHFUöMN
EFQFOETPOFYFDVUJPOoJNBHJOBUJPO BGUFSBMM 
costs nothing.
.BOZOBUJPOBMBOESFHJPOBMöMNBHFODJFTIBWFCFFO
good at recognising the potential for low-budget
öMNNBLJOH4DSFFO"VTUSBMJBIBTBTDIFNFGPS
GVOEJOHGFBUVSFTCVEHFUFEBUVOEFS"NJMMJPO
ûNJMMJPO XIJMFUIF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUF
financed five features through its one-off Rookie
Film programme aimed at first and second-time
öMNNBLFST3PPLJF'JMNQSPWJEFEPGUIF
financing for five films with maximum budgets
PG4&,N ûNJMMJPO FBDI
*EFOUJGZJOHUBMFOUUISPVHIUIFTFLJOEPGMPX
budget film schemes establishes partnerships
CFUXFFOEJSFDUPSTBOEQSPEVDFST XIJDIDBOUIFO
be leveraged into more solid partnerships in more
TVTUBJOBCMFöMNDPNQBOJFT'PSFYBNQMF 7FSUJHP
'JMNTJOUIF6,SFMFBTFE%BOJTIEJSFDUPS/JDPMBT
8JOEJOH3FGOT1VTIFS**BOE3FGOXFOUPOUPEJSFDU
Bronson (2009) for Vertigo. The company itself has
DPOUJOVFEUPCFDPNFNPSFNBJOTUSFBN FOKPZJOH
IJUTTVDIBTUFFOEBODFNPWJF4USFFU%BODF%
(2010) and its sequel.
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%IPXFWFSSFNBJOTNPSFQSPCMFNBUJDGPS
JOEFQFOEFOUQSPEVDFST CFJOHQSJNBSJMZUIF
province of the Hollywood spectacle. James
Cameron’s Avatar (2009) was the breakthrough
NPWJFJOUFSNTPGXIBUUFDIOPMPHZDBOEP%FTQJUF
DPTUJOHNJMMJPOUPNBLF UIFTDJFODFöDUJPO
öMNIBTHSPTTFECJMMJPOXPSMEXJEFUPEBUF
*OEFQFOEFOUQSPEVDFSTIBWFBMTPKVNQFEPOUIF
%CBOEXBHPOXJUIGFBUVSFTTVDIBT4USFFUEBODF
% 6, "TUFSJYBOE0CFMJY0O)FS.BKFTUZT4FDSFU
4FSWJDF 'SBODF BOEUIF"VTUSBMJBO%VOEFSXBUFS
BDUJPOöMN4BODUVN XIJDIIBTHSPTTFENJMMJPO
worldwide. Because cinema remains for the most
QBSUUIFPOMZQMBDFUPTFF%öMNT UBLFVQPG%
television sets has disappointed manufacturers’
FYQFDUBUJPOT FYIJCJUPSTIBWFCFFOLFFOUPTIPX
%GFBUVSFT
Audiences however have become more discerning
BCPVUUIFLJOEPG%öMNUPXBUDI8IFSF%DPVME
be of more interest to the independent sector is in
EPDVNFOUBSZöMNNBLJOH8FSOFS)FS[PHVTFE%
UPöMN$BWFPG'PSHPUUFO%SFBNT  BCPVUDBWF
QBJOUJOHTJO'SBODF8JN8FOEFST XIPTF(FSNBO
EBODFöMN1JOB XBTOPNJOBUFEGPSBO"DBEFNZ
"XBSE IBTTBJEIFXJMMPOMZNBLFEPDVNFOUBSJFTJO
%GSPNOPXPO

Section 9.0

Where do we go
from here?
There is plenty of food for thought in this report
and in several places we allude to potential or partial
solutions to the challenge of building sustainable
film businesses. This would be from the perspectives
of both the companies themselves and the
agencies or governments that are so crucial in their
supportive role.

4PXFTVHHFTUUIBUBOFXBDUJWJUZCFDPOTJEFSFE
by some screen agencies with film expertise: the
creation of an advisory function that on a very
selective basis would work with film businesses
with real potential in leading them to strategies for
sustainability and then to sources of private funding
that they will have identified.

8FDFSUBJOMZEPOPUDMBJN JOBOZXBZ UPIBWFBMM
or even many of the necessary answers. The main
SFBTPOGPSXSJUJOHUIFSFQPSU BOEGPSSFTFBSDIJOHUIF
UPQJDJOUIFXBZXFIBWFEPOF JTUPHFUUIFTVCKFDU
of sustainability into its rightful place on the film
policy agenda.

This is a very specialist function and possibly the
executives to carry it out might be hard to find. But
JODBTFTXIFSFUIFZDBOCFGPVOE XFCFMJFWFUIF
activity of ‘investment readiness’ support could act
as an effective catalyst to bringing film businesses to
that sustainability goal.

*OTFDUJPOTBOEXFIBWFJEFOUJöFELFZTVDDFTT
factors that we believe are useful for companies
and governments to bear in mind. Having noted
UIFTF UIFSFBSFBDPVQMFPGBEEJUJPOBMUIPVHIUTXF
have for further discussion and perhaps the subject
of further work by us or others.

9.1
Achieving ‘investment readiness’
We are very taken with the concept of ‘investment
readiness’ and how it seems easier for companies
to reach this state in other sectors rather than film.
As previously mentioned we have identified some
corporate success factors that do exist and have
CFFOTIPXOUPDPOUSJCVUFUPTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ FWFO
for film businesses. But we believe the public sector
has an important role to play in supporting those
businesses with ‘investment ready’ potential.
5IJTJTOPUBCPVUQSPWJEJOHGVOET CVUQSPWJEJOH
BEWJDF FODPVSBHFNFOUBOEBTTJTUBODFBOEBDDFTT
to potential private finance sources.

9.2
Think company not project
5IJTIBTCFFOBO41*ANBOUSBGPSTPNFUJNFBOE
maybe what we really mean is ‘think company BT
XFMMBT project’.
The point to be made here is to encourage owner/
managers of film production companies to think
of themselves as individuals whose careers are not
about making great films but running businesses
that make great films.
This encouragement could perhaps be extended to
governments and screen agencies.
*OBEEJUJPOUPXIBUJTTVHHFTUFEJOBCPWF 
maybe one way to do this is to propose that
whenever an agency is considering any new
initiative (or evaluating an existing one) it should
assess how the scheme could best be adapted to
deliver against the sustainable company agenda.
This would be done by asking the simple question:
‘does this initiative build company sustainability
BOE JGOPU DBOJUCFBEKVTUFEUPEPTP 
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About the sponsors

Film i Väst is a regional film fund located on the
4XFEJTIXFTUDPBTU'JMNJ7ÊTUJOWFTUTJOGFBUVSF
öMNT TIPSUöMNT EPDVNFOUBSZöMNTBOE57
drama productions that are of high artistic quality
or can reach a large audience domestically and/
PSJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ5IFZFBSMZCVEHFUJTûNJMMJPO
BOE'JMNJ7ÊTUIBTTPGBSJOWFTUFEJONPSFUIBO
GFBUVSFöMNT4PNFSFDFOUFYBNQMFTBSF*OB#FUUFS
8PSME .FMBODIPMJB 5IF(JSMXJUIUIF%SBHPO5BUUPP 
1MBZ &BTZ.POFZBOE"3PZBM"òBJS'JMNJ7ÊTU
has actively been working to create a strong infraTUSVDUVSFGPSöMNNBLJOHJO8FTUFSO4XFEFOQBZJOH
special interest in production companies with an
ability to create growth and good content on a long
term basis.

5IF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUFIBTCFFOUBTLFECZ
the government to implement film policy in
4XFEFO*UTSFNJUJTUPTUSFOHUIFOöMNBUFWFSZ
TUBHFoUPTVQQPSUUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGOFXöMNT 
UIFEJTUSJCVUJPOBOETDSFFOJOHPGöMNTPGWBMVF 
UPQSFTFSWF4XFEFOTöMNIFSJUBHFBOENBLFJU
BDDFTTJCMF BOEUPSFQSFTFOU4XFEJTIöMNBUBO
JOUFSOBUJPOBMMFWFM5IF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUFT
operations are financed partly by state funding
BOEQBSUMZUISPVHIUIF'JMN"HSFFNFOU XIJDIJT
a voluntary agreement between the state and the
öMNBOE57JOEVTUSZ6OEFSUIFöMNBHSFFNFOU 
the cinemas’ VAT is reduced and in return they
QBZUIF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUFPGFBDI
cinema ticket sold.

info@filmivast.se

registrator@sfi.se

1"$5JTUIF6,USBEFBTTPDJBUJPOUIBUSFQSFTFOUT
and promotes the commercial interests of
JOEFQFOEFOUGFBUVSFöMN UFMFWJTJPO EJHJUBM 
DIJMESFOTBOEBOJNBUJPONFEJBDPNQBOJFT1"$5
is the largest representative group of screenbased content producers in the UK and the largest
USBEFBTTPDJBUJPOJOUIFöMN UFMFWJTJPO EJHJUBMBOE
JOUFSBDUJWFNFEJBTFDUPST1"$5PòFSTBSBOHFPG
CVTJOFTTTFSWJDFTUPJUTNFNCFST BDUJWFMZMPCCJFT
HPWFSONFOUPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBUMPDBM SFHJPOBM OBUJPOBM
and European level and negotiates minimum
trading terms with the major UK broadcasters.
john@pact.co.uk
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About OlsbergtSPI.
41*JTB6,CBTFE ACPVUJRVFTUSBUFHZDPOTVMUBODZ
that provides high level advice to public and private
sector clients in the world of screen-based media.
'PSNFEJO JUIBTCFDPNFPOFPGUIFMFBEJOH
international specialist consultancies in this sector.
'PSJUTQVCMJDTFDUPSDMJFOUT 41*VOEFSTUBOETIPX
the fast-growing screen industries compete in
international terms; how important it is to balance
BIFBMUIZ HSPXJOHJOEJHFOPVTJOEVTUSZXJUI
measures to attract incoming productions and how
the screen-based creative industries are a major
driver of economic activity.
41*TDPNNFSDJBMDMJFOUTPQFSBUFBUBMMQPJOUTBMPOH
UIFWBMVFDIBJOBOE41*JTFYQFSUJOEFWFMPQJOH
DPSQPSBUFTUSBUFHJFT BEWJTJOHPOTQFDJöDCVTJOFTT
issues and understanding how changes in digital
technology are affecting the landscape in
these areas.

!

Trade associations and rights management
TPDJFUJFT BOE

!

Training organisations and conference organisers
"VTUSBMJBO'JMN 5FMFWJTJPOBOE3BEJP4DIPPM &."1
$POGFSFODFT .BESJET.FEJB#VTJOFTT4DIPPM UIF
6,T$SFBUJWF4LJMMTFU 4DSFFO5SBJOJOH*SFMBOE 

41*QSPWJEFTBEWJTPSZBOENBOBHFNFOUDPOTVMUJOH
TFSWJDFTJOBXJEFSBOHFPGBSFBT GPSFYBNQMF
!

Analysis and strategic advice on building healthy
and sustainable national and regional screen
TFDUPST BOESFDPNNFOEBUJPOTGPSQVCMJDQPMJDJFT
to support this

!

Advice on the creation and evaluation of fiscal
incentives for production

!

4 USBUFHJDBEWJDFPOJOXBSEJOWFTUNFOUBOE
exports for national and regional public bodies

!

Comparative costs analyses for small and large
film productions around the globe

!

The strategic implications of digital media
innovation

!

The links between growth in tourism and a
nation’s film and television output

!

4 USBUFHJDBEWJDFGPSTDSFFODPNNJTTJPOT 
including business and marketing plans

*UTSFDFOUDMJFOUMJTUFODPNQBTTFT BNPOHPUIFST
!

4UBUFCPEJFTGPSFYBNQMFHPWFSONFOUCPEJFT
JO.BMBZTJB )POH,POH $IJMF 'JOMBOE *UBMZ 
4XFEFO "CV%IBCJ /FX;FBMBOE "VTUSBMJBBOE
the UK

!

/BUJPOBMTDSFFOBHFODJFTJOBMMUIFTFDPVOUSJFT 
and more

!

Regional agencies (dozens of film commissions
GSPN/FX4PVUI8BMFT "VTUSBMJBUPUIF)JHIMBOE
BOE*TMBOET 4DPUMBOE

!

 BSLFUJOHBOECVTJOFTTTUSBUFHJFTGPSTNBMMBOE
.
large scale film studios

!

4VQSBOBUJPOBMCPEJFTTVDIBTUIF$PVODJMPG
&VSPQFBOEUIF.&%*"1SPHSBNNFPGUIF&6 
Europe’s CineRegio and the European Film
"HFODZ%JSFDUPSBUF

!

Film and television library valuations

!

 BQQJOHBOEFDPOPNJDJNQBDUTUVEJFTDPWFSJOH
.
creative industries in the screen sector

!

Business development strategies for screen
content companies

!

Acquisition and divestment advice for owner/
NBOBHFSTPG4.&T

!

8SJUJOHQSPTQFDUVTTUZMFGVOEJOHQSPQPTBMT BOE

!

The design and implementation of advanced
training courses for audio-visual professionals.

!

!

*OEFQFOEFOUDPNQBOJFTJOWPMWFEJOBMMBTQFDUT
PGUIFTDSFFOCVTJOFTT TUVEJPT QSPEVDFST 
EJTUSJCVUPST TBMFTBHFOUT QPTUQSPEVDUJPO 
animation)
National and international broadcasters
(such as BBC and Channel 4)
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Appendices
5IFGPMMPXJOH4FDUJPOQSPWJEFTBOPWFSWJFXPG
public film support in seven territories that are
SFGFSSFEUPJOUIFUFYUPGUIFSFQPSU"VTUSBMJB 
#SB[JM 'SBODF (FSNBOZ 4JOHBQPSF 4XFEFOBOE
the UK. Each section comments on each country’s
approach to public intervention; describes some of
the national and regional support that is currently
on offer; the role broadcasters play in supporting
film producers; what key issues are currently
CFJOHEFCBUFE BOEUPXIBUFYUFOUQVCMJDöMN
policy addresses the creation of sustainable film
businesses.

12.1
Australia
Summary
Country indicators:
OUTPUT
1SPEVDUJPOWPMVNF ûN 



/VNCFSPGöMNT



"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 



%PNFTUJDöMNTIBSF  



Country Approach
4JODFUIFGPSNBUJPOPG4DSFFO"VTUSBMJBBOEUIF
MBVODIPGUIF1SPEVDFS0òTFUJO "VTUSBMJB
has created a simple system of film support based
POBVUPNBUJDSFCBUFTGPSFYQFOEJUVSF XJUIB
reduced budget for selective funding. Australia also
PQFSBUFTBO&OUFSQSJTF1SPHSBN BUUFNQUJOHUPGPDVT
production companies on long-term corporate
EFWFMPQNFOU SBUIFSUIBOTJNQMZTIPSUUFSN
project finance.

National Level Support
5IF"VTUSBMJBOOBUJPOBMBHFODZ4DSFFO"VTUSBMJB
XBTFTUBCMJTIFEJO DPNCJOJOHUIFGVODUJPOT
PGUIF'JMN'JOBODF$PSQPSBUJPOPG"VTUSBMJB 'JMN
"VTUSBMJB BOEUIF"VTUSBMJBO'JMN$PNNJTTJPO*UT
SFNJUJTUPTVQQPSUUIFEFWFMPQNFOU QSPEVDUJPO
BOEEJTUSJCVUJPOPG"VTUSBMJBOöMNBOE57DPOUFOU 
and the business development of production
DPNQBOJFT*OBEEJUJPO JUBMTPQSPWJEFTTVQQPSUGPS
the development of video games and interactive
media by film and TV companies.
Automatic support for film productions is provided
WJBUIF1SPEVDFS0òTFU XIJDIQSPWJEFTBUBY
rebate on qualifying Australian expenditure for
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GFBUVSFTXJUITJHOJöDBOU"VTUSBMJBODPOUFOU TVCKFDU
UPBNJOJNVNFYQFOEJUVSFPG"  û  
5PEBUF öMN 57 BOEEPDVNFOUBSZQSPKFDUT
IBWFBQQMJFEGPSUIF1SPEVDFS0òTFU SFQSFTFOUJOH
"CJMMJPO ûCJMMJPO XPSUIPGQSPEVDUJPO
5IF"VTUSBMJBOHPWFSONFOUIBTBXBSEFE"
NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO XPSUIPGGVOEJOHUISPVHI
UIFTDIFNFTPGBS*O"QSJMUIF"VTUSBMJBO
government announced it was to provide a onePòDBTIJODFOUJWFPG"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO 
to ensure Fox’s The Wolverine continued to shoot
in Australia; this has led to suggestions that the
1SPEVDFS0òTFUNJHIUJOGVUVSFCFJODSFBTFEGPSBMM
big-budget non-Australian films.
Alternative (and mutually exclusive) forms of
automatic support are provided by the Locations
0òTFUBOEUIF1%70òTFU BJNFEBUGPSFJHO
productions shooting in Australia. The Locations
0òTFUHJWFTBSFCBUF TVCKFDUUPBNJOJNVN
TQFOEPG"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO 5IF1%7
0òTFUHJWFTBSFCBUFPOQPTUQSPEVDUJPO
DPTUT TVCKFDUUPBNJOJNVNTQFOEPG" 
û  *OJUJBMMZUIF1%7PòTFUSFRVJSFEBO"
NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPOTQFOE CVUUIJTXBTSFEVDFEJO
.BZUPTUJNVMBUFEFNBOE
4FMFDUJWFTVQQPSUJTQSPWJEFECZ4DSFFO"VTUSBMJBWJB
JUT'FBUVSF'JMN1SPEVDUJPO1SPHSBNNF XJUIBXBSET
based on a mixture of creative and commercial
DSJUFSJB BOEQSPWJEFTGPSBNBYJNVNJOWFTUNFOU
PG"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO QFSQSPKFDU5P
be eligible applicants must demonstrate market
JOUFSFTU JOUIFGPSNPGBO"VTUSBMJBOEJTUSJCVUJPOPS
GPSFJHOTBMFTEFBM PSGPSNBMJOUFSFTUJOCPUI4DSFFO
Australia approved 20 films for selective funding
JO XJUIUPUBMBXBSETPG"NJMMJPO
ûNJMMJPO JOUIFTBNFQFSJPE öMNTTUBSUFE
TIPPUJOHXJUINJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO PG''11
funding.
4DSFFO"VTUSBMJBQSPWJEFTDPSQPSBUFEFWFMPQNFOU
funding for film and TV production companies via
JUT&OUFSQSJTF1SPHSBN XIJDIHJWFTHSBOUTPGVQ
UPû  û  QFSZFBSGPSBUISFFZFBS
QFSJPE QBSUJBMMZBTXPSLJOHDBQJUBMBOEQBSUJBMMZ
as investment. The program supports companies
which have identified opportunities to expand
UIFJSUVSOPWFS SBOHF BOEOVNCFSPGQSPKFDUT PS
UIFJSSBOHFPGCVTJOFTTBDUJWJUJFT*UJTJOUFOEFE
for companies that do not yet have the ability
to access private capital to fund their growth
PSEJWFSTJöDBUJPO BOEDBOCFBXBSEFEFJUIFSUP
existing companies or new partnerships. The 2011
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GVOEJOHSPVOEBXBSEFE"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO 
UPGPVSDPNQBOJFT BOEUIF1SPHSBNIBTBXBSEFE
"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO UPDPNQBOJFTJOUPUBM
Other public agencies providing modest levels of
production finance include the Australian Children’s
5FMFWJTJPO'PVOEBUJPO BOEUIF"EFMBJEFBOE
.FMCPVSOF'JMN'FTUJWBM'VOET

Regional Support
"VTUSBMJBTTFWFO4UBUFBOE5FSSJUPSZTDSFFOBHFODJFT
play an important role in funding film production
UIPVHIBXJEFWBSJFUZPGMPDBMNFDIBOJTNT 
JODMVEJOHQBZSPMMUBYSFCBUFT JODFOUJWFT TFMFDUJWF
FRVJUZJOWFTUNFOU BOEEJTUSJCVUJPOHVBSBOUFFT
#FUXFFOUIFN 4DSFFO/48 'JMN7JDUPSJB 4PVUI
"VTUSBMJBO'JMN$PSQPSBUJPO 4DSFFO2VFFOTMBOE 
4DSFFO8FTU 4DSFFO5BTNBOJB BOEUIF/PSUIFSO
5FSSJUPSZ'JMN0óDFTQFOU"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO 
on 22 features in 2009/10. The biggest funder was
'JMN7JDUPSJB XIJDIQSPWJEFEPGUIBUUPUBM

Role of Broadcasters
Australian broadcasters are not legally obliged to
DPOUSJCVUFUPöMNöOBODJOH BOEUIFSFGPSFQMBZB
limited role in the film industry. Feature films fall
within the Australian drama quotas for commercial
57OFUXPSLT BOEUIF"VTUSBMJBOESBNBFYQFOEJUVSF
quotas for pay-TV networks. Total investment
by Australian broadcasters in film production is
FTUJNBUFEUPCFBSPVOEûNJMMJPOBZFBS

Other Current Issues
5IF"VTUSBMJBO(PWFSONFOUDPOEVDUFEBSFWJFXPG
UIFTDSFFOQSPEVDUJPOTFDUPSJO QVCMJTIJOHJUT
conclusions in February 2011. While this painted a
SPTZQJDUVSFPGUIFFòFDUPGUIF1SPEVDFS0òTFUJO
CPPTUJOHQSPEVDUJPOMFWFMT UIJTXBTMBSHFMZEVFUP
the impact of just three big Hollywood-financed
öMNTTIPPUJOHJO"VTUSBMJB BOEUIFSFIBTCFFOTPNF
suggestion that inward investment has since dried
up because of factors such as adverse exchange
SBUFT3FøFDUJOHDPODFSOTUIBUUIF1SPEVDFS0òTFU
is failing to encourage the production of larger
"VTUSBMJBOöMNT UIF4DSFFO1SPEVDFST"TTPDJBUJPO
of Australia has proposed the creation of a new
$PNNFSDJBM'JMN'VOE5IJTXPVMECFBUISFFZFBS 
"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO VOEFSUBLJOHXIJDI
XPVMEPòFSNBUDIJOHMPBOTPGVQUP"NJMMJPO
ûNJMMJPO UPEJTUSJCVUPSTJOWFTUJOHJO"VTUSBMJBO
QSPKFDUTCVEHFUFECFUXFFO"NJMMJPO û
million). This proposal has won political support
GSPNUIFPQQPTJUJPO-JCFSBM/BUJPOBMDPBMJUJPO 
CVUOPUGSPN4DSFFO"VTUSBMJB XIJDIIBTJOTUFBE
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SFRVFTUFEBOFYUSB"NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO JO
GVOEJOHTPUIBUJUDBOSBJTFJUT"NJMMJPO û
million) investment cap in order to back more
medium-budget films.
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12.2
Brazil
Summary

Key Conclusions
%FTQJUFUIFSFMBUJWFHFOFSPTJUZPGUIF1SPEVDFS
0òTFU "VTUSBMJBJTTUJMMSFBDIJOHUPXBSETBNPEFM
which would foster the more consistent production
of larger indigenous films and the growth of more
TVTUBJOBCMFDPNQBOJFT5IF&OUFSQSJTF1SPHSBNIBT
CFFOBQPTJUJWFNPWFJOUIBUEJSFDUJPO BOEUIFSFBSF
signs of a beneficial long-term impact.

Country indicators:
OUTPUT
1SPEVDUJPOWPMVNF ûN 



Number of films

98

"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 



%PNFTUJDöMNTIBSF   



Country Approach
Brazil has an elaborate and highly regulated
TZTUFNPGUBYJODFOUJWFT MFWJFTBOETDSFFORVPUBT
designed to support the national film industry.
5IJTJTCBMBODFECFUXFFOJOEJSFDUTVQQPSU JO
the form of different tax breaks for investment in
öMNQSPEVDUJPO BOEEJSFDUTVCTJEZGVOEFECZBO
industry tax.
The net effect is that producers can raise almost
their entire production budgets from tax funds and
TVCTJEJFT XJUIPOMZBTNBMMJOWFTUNFOUPGUIFJSPXO
DBQJUBM XIJDIBDUTUPTVTUBJOBDPOTUBOUWPMVNFPG
öMNNBLJOH CVUEPFTOPUOFDFTTBSJMZHVBSBOUFF
either quality or commercial appeal.
*OUIFQBTUUIJTSFTVMUFEJONBOZöMNTCFJOHNBEF
XJUIPVUUIPVHIUGPSUIFJSNBSLFUWBMVF SFTVMUJOH
JOöMNTGBJMJOHUPSFBDIBXJEFBVEJFODF PSFWFO
CFJOHDPNNFSDJBMMZSFMFBTFE*OSFDFOUZFBSTUIF
TUBUFBHFODZ "ODJOF IBTBUUFNQUFEUPBEESFTTUIJT
issue by shifting its emphasis towards more marketESJWFOJOJUJBUJWFT TVDIBT'VODJOFFRVJUZGVOETBOE
UIF"VEJPWJTVBM4FDUPS'VOE BTXFMMBTQSPWJEJOH
incentives for commercial broadcasters and foreign
distributors to finance film production.

National Level Support
Ancine operates both as the regulatory authority
GPSöMNJOWFTUNFOU BOEBTUIFCPEZSFTQPOTJCMF
GPSTVQQPSUJOHBOEQSPNPUJOHUIFJOEVTUSZ*OUIJT
latter role it oversees Brazil’s complex system of tax
incentives for investment in production: any project
wishing to raise money from investors using the
WBSJPVTUBYTDIFNFT PSUPBQQMZGPSQVCMJDGVOEJOH 
must first get prior approval from Ancine.
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"ODJOFBQQSPWFTBSPVOEQSPKFDUTFWFSZZFBS
UPSBJTFNPOFZGSPNJOWFTUPST BMUIPVHINBOZPG
these never reach principal photography. Total
investment in 2011 from tax incentives and subsidy
GVOETTVQFSWJTFECZ"ODJOFXBT3NJMMJPO
ûNJMMJPO DPNQSJTFEPG3NJMMJPO û
NJMMJPO XPSUIPGUBYJODFOUJWFT 3NJMMJPO û
NJMMJPO UISPVHIUIF'VOEP4FUPSJBMEP"VEJPWJTVBM 
3NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO UISPVHIUIF1SÐNJP
"EJDJPOBMEF3FOEB 1"3 BOE3NJMMJPO
û  UISPVHI1SPHSBNB"ODJOFEF*ODFOUJWP
Ë2VBMJEBEF 1"2 
*O"ODJOFJUTFMGQSPWJEFEPOMZûNJMMJPOJO
EJSFDUBVUPNBUJDTVCTJEZ UISPVHIUIF1"3BOE1"2
QSPHSBNNFT5IF1"3 JOQMBDFTJODF SFXBSET
theatrical performance for Brazilian films released
CZJOEFQFOEFOUEJTUSJCVUPST XIJMFUIF1"2 TJODF
 SFXBSETTFMFDUJPOGPSöMNGFTUJWBMT5IFû
NJMMJPOEJTCVSTFEUISPVHIUIF1"3JOXBTTQMJU
CFUXFFOQSPEVDFST EJTUSJCVUPSTBOEFYIJCJUPSTBT
BOFYBNQMFPGUIJTJOQSBDUJDF JOUIFQSPEVDFST
PGöMNTSFDFJWFE1"3GVOET JOTVNTSBOHJOHGSPN
û UPû 5IF1"2QBZTBøBU3 
û  UPBOZöMNTFMFDUFEGPSBRVBMJGZJOH
GFTUJWBM XJUIUPUBMQBZNFOUTUZQJDBMMZJOUIFSFHJPO
PGû BZFBS"ODJOFBMTPBXBSETBCPVUû
NJMMJPOWJBWBSJPVTDPQSPEVDUJPOGVOET GPS-BUJO
"NFSJDB "SHFOUJOB 1PSUVHBMBOE(BMJDJB
Brazil currently has bilateral co-production
BHSFFNFOUTXJUI"SHFOUJOB (FSNBOZ $BOBEB 
$IJMF 4QBJO 'SBODF *UBMZ 1PSUVHBMBOE7FOF[VFMB 
BOEJTBMTPBTJHOBUPSZPGNVMUJMBUFSBMUSFBUJFT TVDI
BTUIF*CFSP"NFSJDBO'JMN*OUFHSBUJPO BOEUIF
Agreement for the Establishment of the Common
.BSLFUPG-BUJO"NFSJDBO'JMN*UJTBMTPBNFNCFS
PG3&$". UIFOBUJPOBMTVQQPSUBVEJPWJTVBMFOUJUZ
JO.&3$0463PGUIF$POGFSFODFPG*CFSPBNFSJDBO
"VUIPSJUJFTPG.PUJPO1JDUVSF $"$* BOEPG
*#&3.&%*"'VOE XIJDIöOBODFTDPQSPEVDUJPOT
from 18 countries and aims to strengthen and
encourage the distribution of audiovisual products
JOUIF*CFSPBNFSJDBODPVOUSJFT
4FMFDUJWFTVQQPSUJTBWBJMBCMFGSPNUIF"VEJPWJTVBM
4FDUPS'VOE '4" XPSUIûNJMMJPOJOUIJT
JTGVOEFECZUIF$POEFDJOF BOQFSDFOUUBY
applied on remittances abroad of profits from the
commercial exploitation of audiovisual works.
1SPKFDUTFMFDUJPOJTDBSSJFEPVUCZBDPNNJUUFF
comprising representatives from Ancine and the
öMNJOEVTUSZ5IFBJNPGUIF'4"JTUPTVQQPSU
öMNTXJUIHPPEDPNNFSDJBMQPUFOUJBM UIPVHI
JUBMTPTVQQPSUT57QSPEVDUJPO EJTUSJCVUJPOBOE
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FYIJCJUJPO BOENBZJOGVUVSFCFFYUFOEFEUPJODMVEF
TDSJQUEFWFMPQNFOU USBJOJOHBOEDPQSPEVDUJPO
*O UIF'4"JOWFTUFEûNJMMJPOJOGFBUVSF
öMNT ûNJMMJPOJOUFMFWJTJPOBOEûNJMMJPOJOöMN
distribution rights.
By far the largest amount of funding for Brazilian
film production comes from private investment
TVQQPSUFECZBTFSJFTPGUBYJODFOUJWFT MBJEEPXOJO
Brazil’s Audiovisual Law. This allows any company
or individual based in Brazil to invest part of its tax
MJBCJMJUZJOMPDBMöMNQSPEVDUJPO XIJMFPUIFSBSUJDMFT
BMMPXGPSFJHOEJTUSJCVUPST PS#SB[JMJBOCSPBEDBTUFST
XIPJNQPSUGPSFJHOQSPHSBNNFT UPJOWFTUQFS
cent of the withholding tax due on payments sent
BCSPBE*OUIF'4"BMPOFXJMMJOWFTUûNJMMJPO
JOBVEJPWJTVBMQSPKFDUT MBSHFMZCFDBVTFPGHSFBUFS
investment by broadcasters through revisions to
this law.
#SB[JMBMTPPQFSBUFTBTZTUFNPGQSJWBUFFRVJUZGVOET 
DBMMFE'VODJOFT /BUJPOBM'JMN*OEVTUSZ'VOET 
which are managed by Brazilian financial institutions
BDDSFEJUFECZUIF'FEFSBM$FOUSBM#BOL5IF$7.
#SB[JMJBO4FDVSJUJFT$PNNJTTJPO NVTUBQQSPWF
UIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGBMM'VODJOFT XIPTFöOBODJBM
strategy and selected projects must be previously
approved by Ancine. Funcines can be established
JOUIFBSFBTPGQSPEVDUJPO EJTUSJCVUJPO FYIJCJUJPO 
BOEJOGSBTUSVDUVSF BTXFMMBTTIBSFIPMEJOH
QBSUJDJQBUJPOJOBVEJPWJTVBMDPNQBOJFT BOEUIF
scheme allows companies taxed under the Real
1SPöUSFHJNFUPBMMPDBUFVQUPUISFFQFSDFOUPG
*ODPNF5BYEVFBTJOWFTUNFOU5IJTCFOFöUBMTP
BQQMJFTUPJOEJWJEVBMJOWFTUPST XIPDBOBMMPDBUFVQ
UPTJYQFSDFOUPG*ODPNF5BYEVFBTJOWFTUNFOU
The fund’s shareholders benefit from marketing
and merchandising created for the promotion of
sponsored projects and may recover the value
JOWFTUFE PCUBJOJOHBSFUVSOPWFSUIFBNPVOU
JOWFTUFE0UIFSBEWBOUBHFTBSFSJTLEJWFSTJöDBUJPO 
due to the fund’s investment in a diversified
portfolio of projects; investment transparency;
accounting facility; and the fund manager’s
experience in negotiating with film producers.
There are currently five Funcines with a combined
ûNJMMJPOVOEFSNBOBHFNFOU

Regional Support
#SB[JMIBTSFHJPOBMöMNDPNNJTTJPOT PGXIJDIUIF
most important is the Rio Film Commission. The Rio
"VEJPWJTVBM1SPHSBN MBVODIFEJOMBUF XIJDI
JODMVEFTUIFöMNDPNNJTTJPO PQFSBUFTJUTPXO
'VODJOFPGûNJMMJPO
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Role of Broadcasters
6OUJMGBJSMZSFDFOUMZ #SB[JMJBOCSPBEDBTUFSTIBWF
OPUEJSFDUMZJOWFTUFEJOöMNQSPEVDUJPO(MPCP
'JMNFT UIFöMNBSNPGCSPBEDBTUHJBOU(MPCP 
mostly provides free TV publicity for the projects it
CBDLT SBUIFSUIBOöOBODJBMJOWFTUNFOU BMUIPVHI
its influence is credited in some quarters with
UIFQSPEVDUJPOPGNPSFDPNNFSDJBMGBSF BOEUIF
crossover of high-profile TV stars to the big screen.
*UBMTPTVQQPSUTUIFNBJOGFTUJWBMTBOEFWFOUTPG
national cinema.
)PXFWFS UIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPG"SUJDMF"JOUIF
Audiovisual Law has resulted in a significant increase
in broadcaster investment into films. This allows
CSPBEDBTUFSTUPEJWFSUQFSDFOUPGUIFUBYMFWJFE
on payments for foreign programming into local film
or TV production. 2010 was the first year in which
UIFMBXJOUPGVMMFòFDU SBJTJOHBCPVUûNJMMJPOGPS
QSPEVDUJPOCFJOHB'PPUCBMM8PSME$VQZFBS 
(MPCPTQBZNFOUTGPSGPSFJHO57SJHIUTXFSFIJHIFS
UIBOOPSNBMoPSEJOBSJMZ UIFöSNFYQFDUTBOOVBM
JOWFTUNFOUPGBSPVOEûNJMMJPO

Key Conclusions
The Brazilian system sustains a constant volume of
production by providing tax incentives to attract
finance from private investors and from industry
QBSUOFST TVDIBTMPDBMCSPBEDBTUFSTBOEGPSFJHO
distributors. This combines with state regulation of
UIFNBSLFU XIJDIJTJOUFOEFEUPQSPUFDUJOWFTUPST
rather than to drive an overt cultural agenda. The
"VEJPWJTVBM4FDUPS'VOEBOEUIF'VODJOFTBSF
designed to support production companies with
sound business plans making films with widespread
public appeal. The complexity of this system
UIPVHIJTDSJUJDJTFE BOEUIFFOUJSFJOEVTUSZJTIJHIMZ
EFQFOEFOUPOTUBUFTVQQPSU QPUFOUJBMMZMFBWJOHJU
vulnerable in the event of political change.
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12.3
France
Summary
Country indicators:
OUTPUT
1SPEVDUJPOWPMVNF ûN 

 

/VNCFSPGöMNT



"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 



%PNFTUJDöMNTIBSF  



Country Approach
#FDBVTFPGJUTPWFSBMMDPNNJUNFOUUPöMNDVMUVSF 
'SBODFIBTEFWFMPQFEBNBUVSF TUBCMFBOEIJHIMZ
FWPMWFETZTUFNGPSUIFTVQQPSUPGJUTöMNJOEVTUSZ 
with backing across the political spectrum. The
most distinctive element of the French film
support system is the mandatory requirement for
broadcasters to make substantial investments in
French films. There are no specific public support
TDIFNFTGPSCVJMEJOHDPNQBOZTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ 
but this is largely because the net effect of its
interlocking systems of automatic and selective
QSPEVDUJPOGVOEJOH QMVTCSPBEDBTUFSöOBODF IBT
been to create a robust community of production
companies with significant capital to invest in their
own projects.

National Level Support
5IF$FOUSF/BUJPOBMEV$JOFNBFUEF**NBHF
"OJNFF $/$ GPVOEFEJO JTUIFTUBUFBHFODZ
SFTQPOTJCMFGPSQVCMJDGVOEJOH SFHVMBUJPOBOE
strategic support of the film and TV production
JOEVTUSZJO'SBODF*UQSPWJEFTUXPGPSNTPGBVUPNBUJD
GVOEJOHGPS'SFODIöMNQSPEVDFST POFCBTFEPOUIF
NBSLFUSFTVMUTPGUIFJSMBTUöMN BOEUIFPUIFSPOUIFJS
production expenditure in France. The Compte de
4PVUJFOHJWFTQSPEVDFSTBOEEJTUSJCVUPSTBTVCTJEZ
GPSUIFJSOFYUöMN CBTFEPOUIF'SFODICPYPóDF 
%7%BOE57TBMFTPGUIFJSMBTUöMN BOEQBJEPVUû
NJMMJPOJO5IF$SFEJUE*NQPUJTBQFSDFOU
tax credit on eligible French production costs (up to a
NBYJNVNPGQFSDFOUPGCVEHFU XIJDIJTDBQQFE
BUûNJMMJPOQFSQSPKFDUUIJTXBTXPSUIûNJMMJPO
to French productions in 2010. The CNC has also
introduced a new incentive for foreign productions
TIPPUJOHJO'SBODF LOPXOBTUIF53*1 XIJDIBMTP
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QBZTBQFSDFOUSFCBUFCVUIBTBIJHIFSDBQPGû
million per project.
5IF$/$BMTPQSPWJEFTTFMFDUJWFGVOEJOH JOUIF
GPSNPGUIFABWBODFTVSSFDFUUFT PSBEWBODFBHBJOTU
receipts; this is an interest-free loan recoupable
GSPNJODPNF XIJDIDBOCFBXBSEFEFJUIFSCFGPSFPS
BGUFSQSPEVDUJPO5IFNBYJNVNMPBOJTû  PS
û GPSBöSTUUJNFEJSFDUPS5IF$/$TCVEHFU
GPSUIFABWBODFTVSSFDFUUFTXBTûNJMMJPOJO 
BOEJTûNJMMJPOJO
The CNC also runs various selective schemes to
TVQQPSUEFWFMPQNFOU DPQSPEVDUJPO (FSNBO 
$BOBEJBO 5IJSE8PSMEDJOFNB PSTQFDJöDHFOSFT 
including music and animation; these total around
ûNJMMJPOBZFBS
France also operates a system of private equity
GVOET DBMMFE4PöDBT XIJDIBSFMJNJUFEDPNQBOJFT
GPSJOWFTUJOHJOöMNQSPEVDUJPO*OWFTUPSTJOB4PöDB
HFUBUBYCSFBLPGQFSDFOU IFMQJOHUIFTF
TDIFNFTJOWFTUûNJMMJPOJOUP'SFODIöMNTJO 
VQGSPNûNJMMJPOJO
5IF*'$*$ BTQFDJBMJTUMFOEJOHJOTUJUVUJPOGPSUIF
DVMUVSBMJOEVTUSZ TVQQPSUTUXPUIJSETPG'SFODI
independent films by providing loan guarantees of
VQUPQFSDFOUGPSCBOLTQSPWJEJOHQSPEVDUJPO
öOBODF*UJTBQBSUOFSTIJQCFUXFFOUIF'SFODITUBUF 
BOEQVCMJDBOEQSJWBUFCBOLT BOEIBTUXPBDUJWF
HVBSBOUFFGVOET UPUBMMJOHûNJMMJPOoUIF$JOFNB
BOE"VEJPWJTVBM(VBSBOUFF'VOEJTVTFEGPSQSPKFDU
öOBODF XIJMFUIF$VMUVSBM*OEVTUSJFT'VOEDBOCF
used for loans to companies.

Regional Support
France has a wide range of regional funding for film
QSPEVDUJPOSFHJPOT öWFEFQBSUNFOUTBOEPOF
DJUZIBWFTFUVQUIFJSPXOöMNGVOET JOWFTUJOHB
UPUBMPGûNJMMJPOJOUPQSPEVDUJPOJO

Role of Broadcasters
French broadcasters are legally obliged to invest
a percentage of their turnover in French film
QSPEVDUJPO BDDPSEJOHUPBGPSNVMBUBJMPSFE
specifically for each network. This accounts for
BUIJSEPGBMMJOWFTUNFOUJO'SFODIöMNT BOE
constitutes the single most important source
of finance for French cinema. Total French TV
JOWFTUNFOUJOXBTûNJMMJPO VQGSPNû
NJMMJPOJO PGXIJDIQBZUWOFUXPSL$BOBM 
BDDPVOUFEGPSûNJMMJPO5IJTNPOFZXBTNPTUMZ
JOWFTUFEJOUIFGPSNPGQSFCVZJOHSJHIUT CVUBMTP
JODMVEFEûNJMMJPOJODPQSPEVDUJPOöOBODFGSPN
the free-to-air networks.
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Other Current Issues
5IFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIF53*1o5BY3FCBUFGPS
*OUFSOBUJPOBM1SPEVDUJPOoIBTDBVTFETPNFSJQQMFT
in France’s otherwise stable ecosystem of public film
TVQQPSUBTJUJTNPSFHFOFSPVTUIBUUIF$%*'PSFJHO
QSPEVDFSTDBOBDDFTTVQUPûNJMMJPOJOSFCBUFT 
TJHOJöDBOUMZIJHIFSUIBOUIFûNJMMJPOEPNFTUJD
cap; this has reduced the incentive for foreign
projects shooting in France to structure themselves
BTNJOPSJUZ'SFODIDPQSPEVDUJPOT UIFSFCZBMTP
avoiding the need to meet stringent French cultural
RVBMJöDBUJPOT'SFODIQSPEVDFSTBSF BTBSFTVMU 
MPCCZJOHGPSUIF$%*DBQUPCFSBJTFE BMTPOPUJOH
that the definition of eligible expenditure for the
$%*JTNPSFSFTUSJDUJWFUIBOUIBUPGPUIFSDPVOUSJFT 
GVSUIFSSFTUSJDUJOHJUTWBMVF*ODSFBTJOHOVNCFSTPG
'SFODIQSPKFDUTBSFTIPPUJOHBCSPBE JO#FMHJVN
PS$BOBEB XIFSFUBYCSFBLTBSFTVQQPTFEMZNPSF
HFOFSPVT4JODFJODFQUJPOJO 53*1QBZNFOUT
UPMBSHFCVEHFUöMNTIBWFUPUBMMFEûNJMMJPOUP
QSPKFDUTUPUBMMJOHûNJMMJPOXPSUIPG
QSPEVDUJPOTQFOE XJUIUBYDSFEJUQBZNFOUTUP
MBSHFCVEHFUöMNTBWFSBHJOHû NJMMJPO
per claim.

Key Conclusions
%FTQJUFBHJUBUJPOPWFSUIF53*1 UIF'SFODITZTUFN
remains the most stable and well-nourished of all
national subsidy regimes - it balances incentives for
private investment and co-financing obligations
for broadcasters with a system of automatic and
selective public subsidies. This has a proven record
PGOVSUVSJOHTUSPOH XFMMDBQJUBMJ[FEQSPEVDUJPO
companies capable of investing equity into their
own projects.
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5PRVBMJGZGPSCPYPóDFQPJOUT GFBUVSFöMNTNVTU
IBWFCFFOTFFOCZBUMFBTU WJTJUPSTXJUIJO
BZFBSPGJUTMPDBMSFMFBTF XIJMFDIJMESFOTöMNTBOE
EPDVNFOUBSJFTIBWFUPCFTFFOCZ öMNHPFST
XJUIJOUXPZFBST5IF''"IBOEFEPVUûNJMMJPO
in Reference Film Aid in 2011.

12.4
(FSNBOZ

"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 
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/PUFUIFTFöHVSFTBSFGPS(FSNBOöMNTCBDLFECZUIF%'''
5PUBMOVNCFSPG(FSNBOöMNTSFMFBTFEJOXBT

Country Approach
Following the addition of the Federal Film Fund
UP(FSNBOZTFYJTUJOHSFHJNFPGJOUFSMPDLJOH
OBUJPOBMBOESFHJPOBMBJE (FSNBOZOPXIBTPOF
of Europe’s most generous subsidy systems for film
QSPEVDUJPO BOEBSHVBCMZUIFNPTUBDDFTTJCMFUP
GPSFJHODPQSPEVDFST6OMJLFJO'SBODF UIFTZTUFN
JTMFECZBOFDPOPNJDSBUIFSUIBOBDVMUVSBMBHFOEB 
XJUI(FSNBOQSPEVDFSTTVQQPSUFEUPQBSUOFSJO
commercial English-language projects for the
global market.

National Level Support
5IF'JMNGPFEFSVOHTBOTUBMU ''" JT(FSNBOZT
federal agency responsible for the economic
TVQQPSUPGUIFOBUJPOBMöMNJOEVTUSZ BOEJTGVOEFE
CZBMFWZPOöMNFYIJCJUJPO WJEFPEJTUSJCVUJPO 
BOE57CSPBEDBTU DSFBUJOHBOBOOVBMCVEHFUPG
ûNJMMJPO*UQSPWJEFEGVOEJOHGPSQFSDFOUPG
(FSNBOöMNTSFMFBTFEJO XJUIöMNTCBDLFECZ
the FFA accounting for 94 per cent of all admissions
UP(FSNBOöMNT
The FFA provides automatic funding via the
3FGFSFODF'JMN"JEUIJTJTBHSBOUGPSB(FSNBO
producer towards the financing of a new feature
QSPKFDU DBMDVMBUFEBDDPSEJOHUPUIFDPNNFSDJBM
or prestige success of a previous film. Films are
awarded ‘reference points’ according to their
(FSNBOUJDLFUTBMFT BXBSET BOETFMFDUJPOGPS
TQFDJöFEOBUJPOBMBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMöMNGFTUJWBMT 
BOENVTUSFBDI QPJOUTUPUSJHHFSUIF
automatic aid for the producer’s next project.

The FFA provides selective support in the form of
1SPKFDU'JMN"JE(FSNBOQSPEVDFSTDBOBQQMZGPS
BOJOUFSFTUGSFFMPBOPGVQUPûNJMMJPOQFSQSPKFDU 
repayable from net profits. Funding is awarded to
projects deemed likely to improve the quality and
QSPöUBCJMJUZPG(FSNBODJOFNB XJUIUIF''"HJWJOH
PVUûNJMMJPOJO1SPKFDU'JMN"JEJO
5IF''"BMTPNBOBHFTUIF(FSNBO'FEFSBM'JMN
'VOE %''' BûNJMMJPOBOOVBMGVOEQSPWJEFECZ
UIF.JOJTUSZPG$VMUVSF #,. XIJDIXBTMBVODIFE
JO BOEXIJDIQSPWJEFTBQFSDFOUSFCBUFPO
(FSNBOQSPEVDUJPODPTUT1SPKFDUTRVBMJGZGPSUIF
grant according to detailed economic and cultural
DSJUFSJB.JOJNVNRVBMJGZJOHTQFOEJO(FSNBOZJT
QFSDFOUPGCVEHFU PSQFSDFOUGPSöMNTBCPWF
ûNJMMJPO BOEQBZNFOUTBSFDBQQFEBUûNJMMJPO
QFSQSPKFDU PSûNJMMJPOGPSöMNTTQFOEJOHPWFS
QFSDFOUBOEXJUIBIJHIFSMFWFMPG(FSNBODPOUFOU
*O UIF%'''BXBSEFEûNJMMJPOUPQSPKFDUT
including 5IF5ISFF.VTLFUFFST "%BOHFSPVT.FUIPE
and 6OLOPXO XIJDISFMBUFEUPûNJMMJPOXPSUI
PGQSPEVDUJPOTQFOEJOHJO(FSNBOZJO4JODF
 UIF%'''IBTCBDLFEQSPEVDUJPOTXJUIB
UPUBMPGûNJMMJPOJOJODFOUJWFT5IF''"FTUJNBUFT
UIBUFWFSZFVSPBXBSEFEUISPVHIUIF%'''
HFOFSBUFTBOBWFSBHFPGûPGBDLOPXMFEHFE
(FSNBOQSPEVDUJPODPTUT
5IF''"BMTPBENJOJTUFSTBGVSUIFSûNJMMJPOBZFBS
JOQSPEVDUJPOGVOEJOHGSPNUIF#,.GPSATNBMMBOE
EJóDVMUöMNT CBTFEQVSFMZPOBSUJTUJDDSJUFSJB

Regional Support
5IF4UBUFT -ÊOEFS QMBZBOJNQPSUBOUSPMFJOöMN
GVOEJOHVOEFS(FSNBOZTGFEFSBMTZTUFNJOUIJT
TZTUFNSFHJPOBMöMNCPBSET UZQJDBMMZQBSUöOBODFE
CZMPDBMQVCMJD57TUBUJPOT PòFSQSPEVDUJPO
investment which is designed to fit easily alongside
GFEFSBMTVCTJEJFTGSPNUIF''"4FWFOSFHJPOBMGVOET
TQFOUûNJMMJPOPOQSPEVDUJPOJO NPSF
than 40 per cent of total public funding. North3IJOF8FTUQIBMJB #BWBSJBBOE#FSMJO#SBOEFOCVSH
are the three most significant and long-established
QMBZFST DPOUSJCVUJOHTPNFûNJMMJPOCFUXFFO
UIFN CVU.%. DPWFSJOH4BYPOZ 4BYPOZ"OIBMU 
and Thuringia) has recently boosted its budget to a
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TJNJMBSMFWFM5XPDPNNJTTJPOT #FSMJO#SBOEFOCVSH
BOE.%. BMTPPòFSTMBUFGVOEJOHGPSQSPEVDUJPO
companies.

12.5
4JOHBQPSF

Role of Broadcasters

Summary

(FSNBOQVCMJD57TUBUJPOTIBWFQMBZFEBOJNQPSUBOU
SPMFJOUIFIJTUPSZPG(FSNBODJOFNB UIF
Film and TV Accord between the government and
public broadcasters having helped to stimulate the
(FSNBO/FX8BWF
4JODFUIFBNFOENFOUPGUIF(FSNBOöMNMBXJO
 CSPBEDBTUFSTIBWFCFFOMFHBMMZSFRVJSFEUP
QBZBöYFEMFWZUPXBSETUPUIFöOBODJOHPGUIF''" 
calculated according to the number of films they
transmit. Though there is no statutory obligation for
CSPBEDBTUFSTUPJOWFTUEJSFDUMZJOUPöMNQSPEVDUJPO 
JO(FSNBOCSPBEDBTUFSTOPOFUIFMFTT
DPOUSJCVUFEQFSDFOUPGUIFCVEHFUGPSöMNT
CBDLFECZUIF%''' VQGSPNBIJTUPSJDMPXPGQFS
cent in 2009.
Regional public stations also make a significant
contribution to regional film funds.

Key Conclusions
5IFMBVODIPGUIF%'''IBTCFOFöUFE(FSNBO
producers both with direct finance for their own
QSPKFDUT BOECZNBLJOHUIFNBUUSBDUJWFQBSUOFSTGPS
JOUFSOBUJPOBMDPQSPEVDUJPOT(FSNBOZIBTCFDPNF
one of Europe’s most popular destinations for
JOUFSOBUJPOBMQSPEVDFST QBSUJDVMBSMZHJWFOUIBUUIF
rules are designed to be flexible and accessible to
predominantly foreign projects.

Country indicators:
OUTPUT
1SPEVDUJPOWPMVNF ûN 

OB

Number of films 2010

14

"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 

OB

%PNFTUJDöMNTIBSF  



Country Approach
4JOHBQPSFTBNCJUJPOJTUPFTUBCMJTIJUTFMGBTBAHMPCBM
DBQJUBMGPS/FX"TJBNFEJB UPUIBUFOE4JOHBQPSF
SFQMBDFEJUTPMEöMNöOBODJOHNPEFMJO4FQUFNCFS
 SFEVDJOHUIFQSFWJPVTTDIFNFT JODMVEJOH
14 separate ones for film) with five simplified funds
crossing all aspects of media and entertainment.
Replacing media-specific funding with general
schemes reflects a blurring of the boundaries
between modern media. The new system is
intended to eliminate the need for separate
applications for every component of a multi-media
QSPKFDU BOEJTEFTDSJCFECZUIF.FEJB%FWFMPQNFOU
"VUIPSJUZ .%" BTACFJOHSFBEZ
$SVDJBMMZ 4JOHBQPSFIBTBCBOEPOFEUIFDPODFQU
of co-investment in favour of one of grant in aid;
this is intended to allow better emphasis on script
BOEDPOUFOUEFWFMPQNFOUBOEUPBMMPX4JOHBQPSF
companies to use government cash to become
equity owners in the film and media products they
DSFBUF%VSJOHUIFDPOTVMUBODZQFSJPEQSJPSUPUIF
MFHJTMBUJPOCFJOHFOBDUFE UIFJOEVTUSZBSHVFE
UIBUUIFPMETZTUFNMFEUPBTIPSUUFSN QSPKFDU
CZQSPKFDUNFOUBMJUZ XIFSFBTHSBOUTBMMPXNPSF
time for content development and can improve
MPOHUFSNDPSQPSBUFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ5PUIJTFOE .%"
IBTTUBSUFEQSPWJEJOHHSBOUTPGCFUXFFO4 
BOE4NJMMJPO    BTTFFEDBQJUBM
GPSTFMFDUFEDPNQBOJFT SFRVJSJOHBNJOJNVN
JOEJHFOPVTTIBSFIPMEJOHPGQFSDFOU
8IFOJUDPNFTUPQSPKFDUöOBODF .%"TBZTUIBUJUT
funding should be matched to and complement
QSJWBUFöOBODF1SPEVDUJPOHSBOUGVOEJOHJT
discretionary and cannot be automatically triggered
by rebates or offsets.
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.%"öOBODFJTöOJUFBOEQSPKFDUTIBWFUPDPNQFUF
for limited resources. The organisation has not
announced the value of funds available under each
PGUIFöWFTDIFNFT JOTUFBETUBUJOHUIBUUIFTJ[FPG
the cash pools would be ‘dynamic’.

National Level Support
6OMJLFOFBSMZFWFSZPUIFSöMNBJETDIFNF UIF.%"
(SBOU4DIFNFTEPOPUKVTUDPWFSQSPEVDUJPOCVU
also development (usually the riskiest area of any
creative enterprise) and marketing the finished
QSPEVDU6OVTVBMMZ UIFZEPOPUKVTUDPWFSöMN
BOE57CVUBMTPHBNFT JOUFSBDUJWFEJHJUBMDPOUFOU 
NVTJDBOEQVCMJTIJOH.%"QBZTBOZUIJOHCFUXFFO
4 BOE4 UPIFMQEFWFMPQBQSPKFDU
UIFBHFODZXJMMQSPWJEFHSBOUöOBODFGPSVQUP
PG4JOHBQPSFFYQFOEJUVSFBOEQSPWJEFBGVSUIFS
bonus of 10 per cent if the beneficiary company
starts production within the following 12 months.

Regional Support
4JOHBQPSFJTBVOJUBSZ$JUZ4UBUF BOEEPFTOPU
have regions which are comparable with the other
countries studied.

Role of Broadcasters
4JOHBQPSFTCSPBEDBTUFSTEPOPUBQQFBSUPQMBZB
significant role in film production.

Key Conclusions
5IFOFX.%"TDIFNFJTMFTTUIBOPOFZFBSPME BOE
has yet to announce any investments through the
new five-prong structure; given past criticism about
MBDLPGPWFSTJHIUXJUIJUTQSFWJPVTGVOEJOHJOJUJBUJWFT 
IPXFWFS PóDJBMTBSFMJLFMZUPCFDBVUJPVTBCPVU
XIBUUIFZJOWFTUJO*OTQJUFPGUIFDJSDVNTUBODFT
XIJDIMFEUPJUTDSFBUJPO UIFJOJUJBUJWFUPQSPWJEF
seed funding for company development as opposed
to solely providing project finance appears to be a
MBVEBCMFPOF BOEöUTNBOZPGUIFSFDPNNFOEFE
criteria for a scheme to develop sustainable
production companies.
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12.6
4XFEFO
Summary
Country indicators:
OUTPUT
1SPEVDUJPOWPMVNF ûN 



Number of films 2011

21

"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 
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/PUFUIFTFQSPEVDUJPOöHVSFTSFGFSPOMZUPöMNTXJUITFMFDUJWF4'*
GVOEJOH*UJTFTUJNBUFEUIBUUIJTBDDPVOUTGPSCFUXFFOIBMGBOE
UISFFRVBSUFSTPGBMM4XFEJTIöMNTSFMFBTFE

Country Approach
5IF4XFEJTITZTUFNJTCBTFEPOBMPOHTUBOEJOH
WPMVOUBSZBHSFFNFOUCZFYIJCJUPST NPSFSFDFOUMZ
KPJOFECZCSPBEDBTUFST UPGVOEUIF4XFEJTI'JMN
*OTUJUVUF 4'* XIJDIQSPWJEFTBNJYUVSFPGTFMFDUJWF
GVOEJOHBOEBVUPNBUJDCPYPóDFSFXBSETUP
TVQQPSUUIFQSPEVDUJPOPG4XFEJTIöMNT5IFSFJT
no national scheme to develop production
DPNQBOJFT CVUSFHJPOBMBHFODZ'JMNJ7ÊTUQMBZT
an important role both in production finance
and company support.

National Level Support
5IF4'*IBTCFFOSFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFTVQQPSUBOE
development of the national film industry and
DVMUVSFTJODF*UTQSJNBSZGVOEJOHDPNFT
GSPNUIF'JMN"HSFFNFOU BWPMVOUBSZDPOUSBDU
CFUXFFOUIF4UBUF öMNFYIJCJUPST CSPBEDBTUFST
BOEPUIFSJOEVTUSZTUBLFIPMEFST JF QSPEVDFST
BOEEJTUSJCVUPST XIJDIJTSFOFHPUJBUFEFWFSZGFX
years. The bedrock of the Film Agreement is a 10
QFSDFOUMFWZPODJOFNBUJDLFUT QMVTBöYFEBOOVBM
DPOUSJCVUJPOCZCSPBEDBTUFSTJOBEEJUJPO UIF
HPWFSONFOUQSPWJEFTBSPVOEQFSDFOUPGUIF
total. The Film Agreement typically provides the
4'*XJUIBCVEHFUPGBSPVOEûNJMMJPOBZFBS PG
XIJDIBCPVUûNJMMJPOJTJOWFTUFEJOQSPEVDUJPO
WJBFJUIFSTFMFDUJWFPSBVUPNBUJDTDIFNFT5IF4'*
also receives a separate government grant to fund
DVMUVSBMBDUJWJUJFT TVDIBTGFTUJWBMTBOEBSDIJWFT 
XPSUIBSPVOEûNJMMJPOBZFBS
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5IF4'*PQFSBUFTBOBVUPNBUJDSFXBSETZTUFNCBTFE
POCPYPóDF DBMMFEUIF1344XFEJTIöMNTUIBUQBTT
UIFCPYPóDFUISFTIPMEPG4&,NJMMJPO û  
BSFFMJHJCMFUPSFDFJWFB134QBZNFOUPGCFUXFFO
QFSDFOUPGUIFJSHSPTT VQUPBNBYJNVNPG4&,
NJMMJPO û  PSQFSDFOUPGUIFJS4XFEJTI
FRVJUZ XIJDIFWFSJTMPXFS"UDVSSFOUUJDLFUQSJDFT 
UIJTNBYJNVNQBZNFOUJTSFBDIFEBUBCPVU 
admissions. Children’s films receive 100 per cent of
UIFCPYPóDF öMNTXJUIOPBEWBODFGVOEJOHGSPN
4'*SFDFJWFQFSDFOU BOEöMNTXJUIBEWBODF4'*
GVOEJOHSFDFJWFQFSDFOU5IFUPUBMBOOVBMCVEHFU
PG134JTDBQQFEBU4&,NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO 
*O UIF4'*VTFEBOVOTQFOUTVSQMVTGSPNJUT
134CVEHFUUPMBVODIBOFYQFSJNFOUBMANBSLFUGVOE 
which offered a semi-automatic advance for films
JOQSFQSPEVDUJPO öMNJOHPSOPUZFUSFMFBTFE VTJOH
a points system based on the producer’s previous
USBDLSFDPSEPGCPYPóDFTVDDFTT5IFGVOECBDLFE
öMNT CVUJTOPMPOHFSPQFOCFDBVTFUIF134
surplus has been used up.
'SPN+BOVBSZUIF4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUF
XJMMIBWFJUTCVEHFUSBJTFECZ4&,NJMMJPO û
million) – half from the state – to reach a total of
4&,NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO 1BSUPGUIFFYUSBNPOFZ
JTFBSNBSLFEGPSUFMFWJTJPOESBNB DIJMESFOTöMNBOE
TIPSUTBOEEPDVNFOUBSJFT XIJMFGPSUIFöSTUUJNF
4XFEJTIöMNTBJNFEBU%7%PSEJHJUBMEJTUSJCVUJPO
were allowed public funding.
5IF4'*QSPWJEFTTFMFDUJWFGVOEJOHGPSQSPEVDUJPO
JOUIFGPSNPGTPGUMPBOT SFDPVQFEGSPNOFU
QSPöUT5IFTFBSFBXBSEFECZUIF4'*CPBSEPOUIF
recommendation of five film commissioners – two
GPSGFBUVSFT POFGPSDIJMESFOTöMNT POFGPSTIPSUT
BOEPOFGPSEPDVNFOUBSJFT%FDJTJPOTBSFCBTFEPO
BCBMBODFCFUXFFOBSUJTUJDBOEDPNNFSDJBMGBDUPST 
while the total level of selective funding varies
BDDPSEJOHUPUIF4'*TJODPNFGSPNUIFDJOFNBMFWZ 
CVUJTUZQJDBMMZBSPVOEûNJMMJPOBZFBS JODMVEJOH
ûNJMMJPOGPSGFBUVSFTBOEûNJMMJPOGPS
children’s films.
4FMFDUJWFGVOEJOHXBTBXBSEFEUPöMNTJO 
EPXOGSPNöMNTJO XIFOUIF4'*GVOEFEB
MBSHFSOVNCFSPGMPXCVEHFUCVEHFUTUIF*OTUJUVUF
is now trying to concentrate its funding on a smaller
WPMVNFPGIJHIFSRVBMJUZQSPKFDUT"UUIFTBNFUJNF 
UIFOVNCFSPG4XFEJTIöMNTCFJOHNBEFXJUIPVU
BOZ4'*GVOEJOHJTHSPXJOHBMUIPVHIQSFDJTFMPOH
UFSNöHVSFTBSFOPUBWBJMBCMF PVUPG4XFEJTI
öMNTSFMFBTFEGSPN IBEOPBEWBODF
GVOEJOHGSPNUIF4'*
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5IF4'*PQFSBUFTOPTDIFNFTTQFDJöDBMMZUBSHFUFE
BUCVJMEJOHDPNQBOJFT BMUIPVHIJUTEFWFMPQNFOU
GVOEDBOBXBSEVQUPû GPSDPSQPSBUF
EFWFMPQNFOU#FOHU5PMM BDUJOH$&0PGUIF4'*
has said that there are too many production
DPNQBOJFTJO4XFEFONBLJOHUPPGFXöMNTBOE
that is not sustainable.

Regional Support
3FHJPOBMGVOEJOHJTBWJUBMQBSUPGUIF4XFEFO
QSPEVDUJPOTZTUFN4XFEFOIBTGPVSSFHJPOBM
GVOET 'JMNJ7ÊTU 'JMNQPPM/PSE 'JMNJ4LBOF BOE
'JMNQPPM4UPDLIPMN.BMBSEBMFOUPHFUIFS UIFTF
QSPWJEFBSPVOEûNJMMJPOBZFBSJOFRVJUZGVOEJOH
for production. The biggest regional player is Film
J7ÊTU XJUIBCVEHFUPGPWFSûNJMMJPO GPMMPXFE
CZ'JMNQPPM/PSE BSPVOEûNJMMJPO 'JMNJ7ÊTU
JTJOWPMWFEJOGFBUVSFDPQSPEVDUJPOTBZFBS 
JODMVEJOHNBOZNBKPSJUZGPSFJHOQSPKFDUT XIJMF
Filmpool Nord backs four to six films a year. Film i
Väst also provides a business audit for companies
JUTVQQPSUT XIJDINFFUTGPVSUJNFTBZFBSUP
review strategies.
The regional funds regard their investment as
FRVJUZ CVUUIF4'*EPFTOPUSFDPHOJ[FJUBTTVDIJO
JUTDBMDVMBUJPOPGUIFBNPVOUPG4XFEJTIFRVJUZJOB
NPWJFGPSUIFQVSQPTFTPGUIF134
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%VSJOHUIJTOFHPUJBUJPOSPVOE UIFWJFXIBTCFFO
aired that the current system should be scrapped
and replaced with a new model for public funding.
The government commissioned an independent
SFQPSUPOGVUVSFöMNQPMJDZCZKPVSOBMJTU.BUT
4WFHGPST XIJDIXBTQVCMJTIFEJO BOE
recommended that the film agreement should
CFSFQMBDFECZB4UBUFSVOöMNQPMJDZ GVOEFECZ
raising VAT on cinema tickets from six per cent to
QFSDFOU BOEFOEJOHUIFCPYPóDFMFWZ5IJT
NJSSPSFEQSPQPTBMTCZUIF4XFEJTI'JMN1SPEVDFST
Association and Film i Väst.
8IBUFWFSUIFOFXTPVSDFTPGGVOEJOH JUJTFYQFDUFE
UIBUUIF4'*XJMMDPOUJOVFUPPQFSBUFBNJYUVSFPG
BVUPNBUJD134GVOEJOHBOETFMFDUJWFGVOEJOH

Key Conclusions
5IF4XFEJTITZTUFNJTCBTFEPOBTUBCMFBOE
established consensus that all those involved in
UIFDPNNFSDJBMFYQMPJUBUJPOPG4XFEJTIöMNTTIPVME
contribute to supporting production by funding the
4XFEJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUF)PXFWFSDPNNFOUBUPSTIBWF
warned that the Film Agreement system does not
always deliver against this aim. They also feel that
more state resources are needed if the position of
4XFEJTIDJOFNBJTUPCFJNQSPWFECPUIMPDBMMZ
and internationally.

Role of Broadcasters
6OEFSUIF'JMN"HSFFNFOU 4XFEFOTQVCMJDBOE
private broadcasters commit to provide funding
GPSUIF4'* CVUBMTPUPJOWFTUEJSFDUMZJOUP4XFEJTI
öMNT4UBUFCSPBEDBTUFS475HVBSBOUFFTUPTQFOE
4&,NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO BZFBSPODPQSPEVDJOH 
DPöOBODJOHPSBDRVJSJOH4XFEJTIöMNT JODMVEJOH
4&,NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO POöMNTXJUIBEWBODF
4'*GVOEJOH57HVBSBOUFFT4&,NJMMJPO û
NJMMJPO JODMVEJOH4&,NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO PO
4'*öMNT.5(HVBSBOUFFT4&,NJMMJPO û  
JODMVEJOH4&,NJMMJPO û  GPS4'*öMNT.PSF
HVBSBOUFFT4&,NJMMJPO û  

Other Current Issues
5IFDVSSFOU'JMN"HSFFNFOU XIJDITUBSUFEJO
 XBTEVFUPFYQJSFBUUIFFOEPG CVU
IBTCFFOFYUFOEFEVOUJM%FDFNCFSXIJMFUIF
government and industry negotiates a new version.
One issue is whether internet service providers and
online distributors should be expected to contribute
UP4'*GVOEJOH
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12.7
United Kingdom
Summary
Country indicators:
OUTPUT
1SPEVDUJPOWPMVNF ûN 



/VNCFSPGöMNT



"WFSBHFCVEHFU ûN 



6,JOEFQFOEFOUöMNTIBSF   



/PUFöHVSFTBSFGPSBMMöMNTSFDFJWJOH6,DFSUJöDBUJPOJO5IJT
JODMVEFTJOXBSEJOWFTUNFOUGFBUVSFT XIJDITQFOUûNJMMJPOTIPPUJOH
JOUIF6, ûNJMMJPOXPSUIPGDPQSPEVDUJPO%PNFTUJD6,GFBUVSFT
TQFOUûNJMMJPOTIPPUJOHJOUIF6,MBTUZFBS

Country Approach
The UK system combines an automatic tax credit to
SFXBSEFYQFOEJUVSF BOETFMFDUJWFMPUUFSZGVOEJOH
for projects deemed to have significant artistic or
commercial potential. At the moment the largest
proportion of public subsidy goes to Hollywood
studio films using the UK as a production base.
While this is vital in sustaining infrastructure and
FNQMPZNFOUJOUIF6,öMNJOEVTUSZ XJUIBTTPDJBUFE
CFOFöUTGPSMPDBMQSPEVDFST JUEPFTMJUUMFEJSFDUMZ
to create sustainable UK independent production
companies.

National Level Support
Following the abolition in 2011 of the UK Film
$PVODJM 6,'$ UIF#SJUJTI'JMN*OTUJUVUF #'* 
has taken over as the lead strategic agency
GPSTVQQPSUJOHUIF6,JOEVTUSZ JODMVEJOHUIF
DFSUJöDBUJPOPG6,öMNTUPRVBMJGZGPSUIFUBYDSFEJU 
and the selective investment of National Lottery
NPOFZJOUPöMNQSPEVDUJPO"MUIPVHIUIF#'*T
DVMUVSBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTJODMVEF57 JUTJOEVTUSJBM
remit is confined to film.
British films receive automatic support in the form of
BSFCBUFPO6,RVBMJGZJOHQSPEVDUJPOFYQFOEJUVSF 
which has remained unchanged as responsibility
for its administration has passed from the UKFC to
UIF#'*'JMNTCVEHFUFEVOEFSbNJMMJPO û
NJMMJPO SFDFJWFBQFSDFOUSFCBUFPORVBMJGZJOH
FYQFOEJUVSF XIJMFöMNTBCPWFUIBUMFWFMSFDFJWFB
20 per cent rebate. Qualifying expenditure is capped
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BUQFSDFOUPGUIFCVEHFU XIJDINFBOTUIFOFU
maximum benefit for a film shooting entirely in the
6,JTQFSDFOUGPSöMNTVOEFSbNJMMJPO BOE
QFSDFOUGPSCJHHFSöMNT5IFSFJTOPDBQPOUIF
SFCBUFJUTFMG BOERVBMJGZJOHFYQFOEJUVSFJODMVEFT
UIFTBMBSJFTPGOPO&6OBUJPOBMTXPSLJOHJOUIF6, 
making it particularly beneficial for big-budget
Hollywood studio films with American talent. To
RVBMJGZ öMNTNVTUQBTTB#SJUJTIDVMUVSBMUFTU CBTFE
POQPJOUTBXBSEFEGPSNBUFSJBM TUPSZDPOUFOU UBMFOU
BOEVTFPG6,DSFXT MPDBUJPOTBOEGBDJMJUJFT
5IF#'*IBTBMTPUBLFOPWFSUIFSVOOJOHPGUIF
6,'$T'JMN'VOE XIJDIPòFSTTFMFDUJWFTVQQPSU
for development and production in the form of
SFDPVQBCMFFRVJUZJOWFTUNFOU XJUIBXBSETNBEF
according to a mixture of creative and commercial
GBDUPST5IFGVOEQSFWJPVTMZIBEBCVEHFUPGb
NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO BZFBS CVUUIJTIBTCFFO
JODSFBTFEUPbNJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO GPS
BOEUPbNJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO NPWJOHGPSXBSE
There are currently no specific schemes targeted
at building production companies. The UKFC
previously ran various different multi-year deals
UPöOBODFTMBUFEFWFMPQNFOU NPTUSFDFOUMZJO
%FDFNCFS XIFODPNQBOJFTSFDFJWFEUXP
ZFBS7JTJPO"XBSETUPGVOEDSFBUJWFEFWFMPQNFOU 
UPUBMMJOHPWFSbNJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO *O+BOVBSZ
 UIF6,'JMN1PMJDZ3FWJFXOPUFEUIFTVDDFTT
PGUIF7JTJPO"XBSET BOESFDPNNFOEFEUIBUUIF
#'*TIPVMEGPMMPXXJUIBTJNJMBSTDIFNFBOEUIJTIBT
OPXCFFODPOöSNFECZUIF#'*
"MUIPVHIOPUTQFDJöDUPUIFöMNCVTJOFTT UIF6,T
&OUFSQSJTF*OWFTUNFOU4DIFNFJTTPNFUJNFTVTFE
by film companies to raise production finance.
*OWFTUPSTJOBO&*4DPNQBOZSFDFJWFBUBYCSFBLPG
QFSDFOU SFDFOUMZSBJTFEGSPNQFSDFOU UIPVHI
UIFNBYJNVNBNPVOUXIJDIDBOCFSBJTFEJTb
NJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO "TFQBSBUF4QFDJBM&OUFSQSJTF
*OWFTUNFOU4DIFNF 4&*4 IBTBMTPCFFOMBVODIFE 
FOBCMJOHQSPEVDFSTUPSBJTFVQUPb 
û  JOTFFEEFWFMPQNFOUGVOEJOH#SJUJTI
öMNNBLFSTBUUFNQUFEUPSBJTFûNJMMJPOUISPVHI
UIF&*4JOUIFUBYZFBS
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Regional Support

Role of Broadcasters

$SFBUJWF&OHMBOEXBTMBVODIFEPO0DUPCFS
2011 to provide support for independent creative
businesses and individuals across English regions
- this nationwide body absorbed the old Regional
4DSFFO"HFODJFT CVUIBTCSPBEFOFEUIFJSSFNJU 
BJNJOHUPPòFSTQFDJBMJTUTVQQPSUUPUIFHBNFT 
EJHJUBMBOEDSFBUJWFTFSWJDFT BTXFMMBTUPöMNBOE
television. The agency controls its own Film Culture
-PUUFSZ'VOENBLJOHb  û  PG#'*
Lottery funds available to regional organisations
and festivals. The first batch of lottery funding was
IBOEFEPVUJO+BOVBSZ XJUISFDJQJFOUTTIBSJOH
b 

1VCMJDCSPBEDBTUFSTJOUIFTIBQFPGUIF##$BOE
Channel 4 play an important role in the UK film
öOBODJOHFDPMPHZ EFTQJUFSFMBUJWFMZNPEFTU
budgets for film production. BBC Films has an
BOOVBMCVEHFUPGbNJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO XIJMF
'JMNIBTIBEJUTCVEHFUSBJTFECZQFSDFOUUP
bNJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO *OWFTUJOHJOJOEFQFOEFOU
British film was always a formal part of Channel 4’s
SFNJU#PUIBSFLFZJOWFTUPSTJOEFWFMPQNFOU BTXFMM
BTDPöOBODJOHQSPEVDUJPO BOEFYFSDJTFBTUSPOH
editorial influence over the projects they back.
Both have also regularly invested alongside the
6,'$ BOEXJMMDPOUJOVFUPEPTPXJUIUIF#'*

.PSFJNQPSUBOUMZ $SFBUJWF&OHMBOEXJMMBEESFTT
the issue of creating sustainable businesses through
JUTOFXCVTJOFTTEFWFMPQNFOUQSPHSBNNF BJNFE
BUTVQQPSUJOHDSFBUJWFBOEEJHJUBM4.&TBDSPTTUIF
&OHMJTISFHJPOT*UXJMMJODMVEFbNJMMJPO
ûNJMMJPO PG&VSPQFBOGVOEJOH XIJDIXJMMGPSN
the basis of a private sector-led scheme providing
development funding and market expertise to small
creative and digital businesses working in crossplatform content and services. Creative England has
BMTPTFDVSFEJOWFTUNFOUGSPNUIF(PWFSONFOUT
3FHJPOBM(SPXUI'VOEGPS%JHJUBM$IBNQJPOT B
new scheme to support digital and creative
companies. The audit process for this is presently
DPNJOHUPBDMPTF BOEUIFTDIFNFEFUBJMTBSFTUJMM
to be confirmed.

Commercial broadcasters play no significant role
JO6,öMNöOBODJOH BMUIPVHI*57BOE#4LZ#IBWF
both been involved in film production in the past.
*O+BOVBSZUIF6,'JMN1PMJDZ3FWJFXSFDPNNFOEFE
UIBUUIF(PWFSONFOUJOJUJBUFTJNNFEJBUF
EJTDVTTJPOTXJUIFBDIPGUIFNBKPSCSPBEDBTUFST 
JODMVEJOH#4LZ#BOE*57 XJUIUIFBJNPGDSFBUJOH
a memorandum of understanding with each
broadcaster to set out commitments in support of
#SJUJTIöMN*GUIJTBQQSPBDIQSPWFTVOQSPEVDUJWF 
the report suggested the UK government legislate
for more broadcaster involvement.

5IFOBUJPOBMBHFODJFTJO4DPUMBOE 8BMFTBOE
/PSUIFSO*SFMBOEIBWFDPOTJEFSBCMFFYQFSJFODFJO
supporting their film businesses. They each receive
their share of national lottery revenues to invest in
öMNQSPEVDUJPO/PSUIFSO*SFMBOEBMTPIBTBOBOOVBM
GVOEPGBSPVOEûNJMMJPOUPQSPWJEFBQFSDFOU
production rebate for film and TV projects shooting
JOUIFQSPWJODF DBQQFEBUûNJMMJPOQFSQSPKFDU
Films shooting in Wales can apply for gap finance up
UPû GSPNUIFûNJMMJPO8FMTI$SFBUJWF
*1'VOE
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Other Current Issues
5IF6,'JMN1PMJDZ3FWJFXQVCMJTIFEJO+BOVBSZ
2012 has made a number of recommendations
towards creating sustainable film businesses.
These include:
!

The introduction of a funding mechanism to
FOBCMFSFDZDMJOHTVDDFTTGVMMZSFUVSOFE#'*
development funding back to companies that
BDIJFWFEUIBUTVDDFTT UPCFSFJOWFTUFEJOGVSUIFS
development funding

!

Encouraging producers and distributors to work
together from the initial stages of financing a film
CZDSFBUJOH+PJOU7FOUVSF-PUUFSZGVOEJOH UPCF
accessed by partnerships between producers and
distributors

!

Enabling producer equity recouped through Film
Tax Relief to be recouped pro-rate and pari-passu
XJUI#'*-PUUFSZJOWFTUNFOU

!

5IBUUIFDVSSFOUMFWFMPG#'*QSPEVDFSFRVJUZ
SFDPVQNFOUDPSSJEPS 1&$ TIPVMECFNBJOUBJOFE 
but that it should be treated as a supplement to
the tax relief as producer equity position

!

All recouped funding (tax relief as producer
FRVJUZ UIFBEEJUJPOBM#'*QSPEVDFSDPSSJEPS 1&$ 
BOE+PJOU7FOUVSFGVOEJOHGSPN#'*TVQQPSUFE
QSPKFDUTTIPVMECFIFMEJOUSVTUCZUIF#'*UP
be made available for reinvestment in future
filmmaking activity by the producer

!

5IBUUIF#'*TIPVMESFMBYJUTSFDPVQNFOUUBSHFUT
to encourage the rewarding of success and
helping to create a less dependent production
sector.

5IF#'*TSFTQPOTFUPUIF'13JOEJDBUFTUIBUTPNF
of these recommendations will be considered for
future action.
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5IF#'*FTUJNBUFTJUXJMMIBWFBSPVOEbNJMMJPO
ûNJMMJPO BZFBSJO-PUUFSZGVOEJOHUPJOWFTU
JOUIF6,JOEVTUSZBZFBSPWFSUIFOFYUöWFZFBST 
above and beyond its government grant in aid. Last
ZFBSDMPTFPObNJMMJPO ûNJMMJPO XPSUIPG
public money was invested in UK film through a
NJYUVSFPGUIF'JMN5BY3FMJFG HPWFSONFOUHSBOU
JOBJEUPUIF#'* -PUUFSZNPOFZBOECSPBEDBTUFS
investment.

Key Conclusions
6,QSPEVDFSTTUJMMTUSVHHMFUPCVJMEUIFJSCVTJOFTTFT 
with initiatives targeted at supporting bigger
companies such as the Lottery franchises and
UIF6,'$TTVQFSTMBUFEFBMTIBWJOHIBE BUCFTU 
NJYFESFTVMUT5PEBUF 6,öMNQPMJDZTFFNTUP
have done relatively little to stimulate producers
UPCFNFEJBFOUSFQSFOFVSTBMUIPVHIUIF'13 BOE
TVCTFRVFOU#'*SFTQPOTF IBWFTPNFQSPNJTJOH
recommendations.
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